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Abstract
In thie paper we present a aurvey on the various approachea that
can be used to test whether the mean-variance frontier of a set of
asaets spane or intersecta the frontier of a larger set of assets. We
analyze the reatrictiona on the return dietribution that are needed to
have mean-variance epanning or intersection. The paper exploies the
duality between mean-variance frontiers and volatility bounds, ana-
lyzes regression based test procedures for spanning and intersection,
and shows how these regression baeed tests are related to tests for
mean-variance efficiency, performance measurement, optimal portfo-
lio choice and specification error bounds. Finally we show how the
framework presented in the paper can be used to interpret some well
studied empirical iesues such as international diversification, currency
hedging and multi-factor asset pricing models.
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11 Introduction
In recent years the finance literature has witnessed an incaeasing use of tests
for mean-variance spanning and intetsec~tion, as introduced by Huberman 8i
Kandel (1987). In this paper we will provide a survey of the literature on
testing for mean-variance spanning and intersection, as well as of its rela-
tionships with volatility bounds, tests for mean-variance efficiency, perfor-
mance evaluation and the specification error bounds that have recently been
proposed by Hansen 8t Jagannathan (1997). There euists a vast literature
on most of these subjects and the intention here is not to give a complete
overview, but merely to illustrate that the concept of inean-variance span-
ning and intersection provides a framework in which many other results can
be understood.
The literature on mean-variance spanning and intersection analyzes the
effect that the introduction of additional assets has on the mean-variance
frontier. If the mean-variance frontier of the benchmark ea9ets and the fron-
tier of the benchmark plus the new assets have exactly one point in common,
this is known as intersection. This means that there is one mean-variance
utility function for which there is no benefit from adding the new assets. If
the mean-variance frontier of the benchmark asseta plus the new assets co-
incides with the frontier of the benchmark essets only, there is spanning. In
this cese no mean-variance investor can benefit from adding the new assets to
his (optimal) portfolio of the benchmark assets only. For instance, DeSantis
(1995) and Cumby 8c Glen (1990) consider the queation whether US-investors
can benefit from international diversification. Taking the viewpoint of a US-
investor who initially only investa in the US, these suthors study the question
whether they can enhance the mean-variance characteristics of their portfolio
by also investing in other (developed) matkets. Similatly, taking the perspec-
tive of a US-investor who invests in the US and (possibly) in other developed
markets such as Japan and Europe, DeSantis (1994), Bekaert 8t Urias (1996),
Errunza, Hogan 8z Hung (1998), and DeRoon, Nijman 8c Werker (1998a) e.g.,
investigate whether the investors can improve upon their mean-variance port-
folio by investíng in emerging markets. As a final example, Glen 8c Jorion
(1993) investigate whether mean-variance investors with a well-diversified in-
ternational portfolio of atocks and bonds should add currency futures to their
portfolio, i.e., whether or not they should hedge the currency risk that arises
fmm their positions in stocks and bonds.
As shown by DeSantis (1994), Ferson, Fcetster, 8t Keim (1993), Ferson
2(1995) and Belcaert 8c Uriaa (1996), the hypothesis of inean-veriance apan-
ning and intersection can be reformulated in terms of the volatility bounds
introduoed by Hansen 8t Jagannathan (1991). In that case, the interest is in
the question whether a set of additional assets oontains information about
the volatility of the pricing bernel a~r the atochastic discount factor that is
not already preaent in the initial eet of sssets aonsidered by the economitri-
cian. Far instance, in the csse of emerging markets, the question ia whether
considering returns f:rnn the US-marloet together with returns from emerging
marloets produces tighter violatility bounds on the stochastic discount factor
than returns from the US-marlaet only.
It turns out that there is a very close link betwcen mean-variance fron-
tiers and volatility bounds fac the stochastic disoount factaa~s. This duality
will be the subject of the next section. The analysis ptovided in that section
will then allaw us to study mean-variance spanning and intersectbn, both in
terms of inean-variance frontiers and in terms of wlatility bounds. The con-
cept of inean-variance epanning and intersection will formally be introduoed
in Section 3. In that section it will be also be shown haw simple regression
techniques can be used to test far mean-variance spanning and inten9ection.
In Section 4 we will consider how oonditioning information can be incorpo-
rated in the test pincedures. In Section 5 we will show how deviations from
mean-variance intereection and spanning can be interpreted in te.rms of per-
foa~mance messures lilae Jensen's alpha and the Sharpe ratio, and haw the
regression tests for intereection can be used to derive the new optimal port-
folio weights. A brief discussion of the specification etror bound introduoed
by Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997) and how this is related to mean-vatiance
intemection will be given in Sectbn 6. As with the performance measures in
Section 5, specification ertar bounds are especially of interest when there is
no inteasection. Finally, in Section 7 we will illustrate the idess introduoed
in Sectio~ns 1 through 6 with some applications that have recently received a
bt of attention in the literature. This paper will end with a summary.
2 Volatility bounds and the duality with mean-
variance frontiers
The purpoee of this sectíon is to give an introduction to volatility bounds
and menn-variance frontiers and to ehow the duality between theae two fron-
3tiers. Because mean-variance apanning and intersection can be defined from
volatility bounds as well as from mean-variance frontiers, this section pro-
vides a basis for the analysis of inean-variance spanning and intersection in
the remainder of the paper.
2.1 Volatility bounds
Suppoee an investor chooees his portfolio fiom a set of K essets, with cur-
rent prices given by the K-dimensional vector Pc and whose payoffs in the
next period are given by the vector Pc{1 (including dividends and the like).
Returns R;,cti are payoffs with pricea equal to one, i.e., R;,cfi - P:,eti~P~,e.
Aasuming there are no market frictions such as short sales constraints and
transaction coets and assuming that the law of one price holds, there exists
a stochastic discount factor or gricing kernel, Mttl, such thatl
E[MetiReti ~ Ic) - cx, (1)
where tx is a K-dimensional vector containing ones, and Ic is the information
set that is known to the investor at time t. In the sequel we will use Ec[.] as
shorthand for E[. ~ Ic].
One way to motivate (1) is to look at the discrete time consumption and
portfolio problem that an investor solves:
max Ec[~ P'U(Ccfi)], (2)
{w,,c,} ~~
s.t. Wcti - wéReti(WL - CL),
w~cx - 1, Vt
where Cc is wnsumption at time t, Wc is the wealth owned by the investor
at time t, p ia the subjective discount factor of the investor, and wc is the
K-dimensional vector of portfolio weighte that the investor has to choo~se.
The function L!(Cc, Ccti, ..-) -~ioo P'U(Ctti) is a atrictly increasing and
concave time-separable utility function. The first order conditions ofproblem
(2) imply that a valid stochastic discount factor ia
U'(Coti)
Mcti - p U,(G,c) ~c;a',W,o'~
lIf, imteed of the law of one price, we would impoee the etronger condition that there
are no arbkrage opportunitiea,then we would slso óave that Mctc 1 0.
4with U'(.) being the first derivative of U. Thus, one way to think about the
stochastic discount factor or pricing kernel is as the intertemporal marginal
rate of substitution (IMR.S).
In many of the problems we consider in this paper, it is convenient to
kiok at a more simple portfolio problem. Usually we will restrict ourselves to
one-period portfolio problems, where the agent maximizes his indirect utility
of wealth function (see, e.g., Ingersoll (1987), p.66):
ma}x Ec[u(Wefi)]~
s.t. Wtfi - WotiRcti~
w'cK - 1.
In this case a valid stochastic discount factor ia Wcu'(Wctl) jn, with u'(.)
being the first derivative of the indirect utility function evaluated in the
optimal portfolio choice, and q the Lagtrange multiplier for the restriction
that w'cK - 1.
The expectatinn nf the atochastic discount factor will bc denoted by vc,
i.e., vc - Ec[M~1J. The name stochastic discount jactor refers to the fact
that Mct~ diacounts payoffs differently in different states of the world. To
illuatrate this, uaing the definition of oovariance, (1) can be rewritten as
cK - Ee[MetiRefiJ - vtEe[RctiJ f Cove[Reti, Mefi]. (3)
The firat term in (3) uses vc to discount the expected future payoffs, while
the seoond term is a risk adjustment (recall that cK is the prioe-vector of the
returna Rcti). Accordingly, risk premia are determined by the covariance of
asset payoffs with Mctl. If one of the assets is a risk free asset with return
R{, then it follows from the conditional expectation in (1) that R{ - l~vc.
In the sequel we will usually not impoae the presence of such a risk free asset.
If a riak free asaet is available however, then we can always substitute 1~R{
for vc.
Equation (1) is the atarting point for most asset pricing models. In fact,
differencea in as9et pricing models can be interpreted as differences in the
function that each model assigns to Mc~l (see, e.g., C.ochrane (1997)). Since
each valid atochastic discount factor has to satisfy (1), observed asaet returns
can be used to derive information about theae discount factors. For instance,
follawing Hanaen 8t Jagannathan (1991) it is possible to derive a krwer bound
on the variance of Mctl, that each valid stochastic discount factor has to
5satisfy, which is known as the volatility bound In this paper, the expectation
of the stochastic discount factor will usually be a free parameter. We will
denote all discount factors that satisfy (1) and that have expectation v with
M(v)c~i, and derive a lower bound on the variance of each M(v)cti.
Let the expectation and oovariance matrix of the returns Rcti be given
by ~R and E~ respectively, and assume that all returns are independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.J, so that the expectations and covariances
do not vary over time. This assumption will be relaxed in Section 4 of this
paper. Given the set of asset returns RLtI, let mR(v)ctl be a candidate
stochastic dismunt factor that has expectation v and that is linear in the
asset returns:
me(v)oti - v -~ o(v)'(Rcti - l~a), (4)
where we write a(v) to indicate that these ocefficients are a function of the
expectation of M(v)ttl. Substituting (4) into (1) gives for ~(v):
a(v) - Ené(ix - v~x). (5)
Sínce both M(v)~1 and mR(v)cfl satisfy (1) we have that E((M(v)efl -
mR(v)c~l)Rctl] - 0, so the difference between any M(v)c~l that satisfies (1)
and mR(v)cfl is orthogonal to Rc~l and therefore to mR(v)ctl itself. This
impliea for the variance of M(v)ctl that:
Var[M(v)eti] - Var[mx(v)eti] f Var[(M(v)efi - mR(v)efi)] (6)
7 VQr[mR(v)ctl],
which shaws that mR(v)ctl has the lowest variance of all valid stochastic
discount factors M(v)cf~. This minimum variance can be obtained by com-
bining (4) and (5):
V6T[mR(v)ttl] - (LK - vI~R)~~RR(~K - Vi1R). (7)
Thus, any pricing model that sims to price the assets Rctl correctly, has to
yield a pricing kernel that, for a given v, has a vatiance at least as large as
(7). Equivalently, if we know that agents choose their optimal portfolio from
the assets that are in Rc}l, then (7) gives the minimum amount of variation
of their IMRS that is needed to be consistent with the distribution of asset
returns. Luttmer (1996) actends this kind of analysis taking into account
marlaet frictions such as short sales constraints and transaction costs. For
the frictionless markets setting, Snow (1991) provides a similar analysis to
6derive bounds on other moments of the discount factor as well. Balduzzi 8c
Ka11a1 (1997) show how additional knowledge about risk premia may lead to
sharper bounds on the volatility of the discount fáctor.
2.2 Duality between volatility bounds and mean-variance
frontiers
So far we have focussed on some of the implications of Equation (1) and the
distribution of asset returns for any esset pricing model or utility function,
i.e., far any choice of the stochastic discount factor M(v)i}1. Specifically,
we derived the minimum amount of variation in stochastic discount factors
that is needed to be consistent with the distribution of asset returns. In
this section we will show that there is a close correspondence between these
wlatility bounds and mean-variance frontiers and that stochastic discount
factors that oorrespond to mean-variance optimizing behavior are the sto-
chastic disoount factors with the lowest volatility. Mean-variance optimizing
behavior ia a special case of the portfolio problem considered before, where
the problem the agent faces is max{w} E[u(W~~l)J, and where E[u(.)J is of the
for7n j(w'~R, w'ERRw), with f increasing in its first argument and decreasing
in ita seoond argument.
For further reference it is useful to define the efhcient set variables:
A- ~K~RRGK~ B -{1R~RRLK~ Blld C c fiR~RRI~R'
A mean-variance efficient portfolio w' is the solution to the problem
malx L- tipR - ytiERRw - rf(tiiK - 1),
w
where y is the cce(ficient of risk aversion. F~om the first order conditions of
this problem it folkravs that a portfolio w' is mean-varianoe efíicient if there
exist scalars ry and q such that2
w - ~i-1~RR(Í~R - ~Itx)' (g)
Because of the restriction w'iK - 1, it also followa that ry- B- An, implying
that each mean-variance efficient portfolio is uniquely determined when either
~Mare precieely, theee are the minimum variance portoliae, i.e., theportfolioe that have
minimum variance for a given expected return. The mean-variance e(ficient portfotias, i.e.,
the portfoliae that aleo have maximum expected return for a given variance, requíre in
addition that ry 1 0.
7ry or n is known, unless n- B~A. It is straightforward to show that for a
given mean-variance efficient portfolio w', the Lagrange multiplier r7 equals
the expected return on the zero-beta portfolio of w', i.e., the intercept of the
line tangent to the mean-variance frontier at w' (in mean-standard deviation
space). Since B~A, is the expected return on the global minimum variance
(GM~ portfolio, this is the intercept ofthe asymptotes ofthe mean-variance
frontier, but there are no lines tangent to the frontier originating at this point
(see, e.g., Ingersoll (1987, p.86)).
To show the dualitybetween mean-variance frontiers and volatility bounds,
take a(v) for a given v, and choose a mean-variance efficient portfolio such
that rl - l~v. It follows from (8) and (5) that
w.(v) - ~RR(Y~R - v~K) - ~RR(Lx - v{LR)
- ~(v) (9)
B - ,-i,A A- vB iKa(v)'
which shows that the vector ~(v) is proportional to a mean-variance effi-
cient portfolio with zero-beta return equal to l~v. Thus, each point on the
volatility bound of atochastic discount factors, i.e., each o(v), corresponds
to a unique point on the mean-vaxiance frontier, i.e., a unique w'(v). The
only exception to this result is the case where iKa(v) - 0, which is the
case if v- A~B, or equivalently, q- B~A. As already noted, this is the
case where the zero-beta return equals the expected return on the global
minimum variance portfolio (see also Hansen 8t Jagannathan (1991)). The
duality between the mean-varianoe frontier of R~tl and the wlatility bound
derived {rom Rit~ ca.n also be seen directly from (5) and (8). Comparing the
coefficients ~(v) for the minimum variance stochastic discount factor in (5)
and the portfolio weights w' in (8) for tl - l~v, it can be seen that the cceffi-
cienta a(v) are proportional to the portfolio weights w', where the coefficient
of proportionality is equal to -rl~y, i.e., w' - (-q~ry)a(v). In Appendix
A we show graphically which points on the wlatility bound correspond to
points on the mean-variance frontier.
Summarizing, fínding stochastic discount factors that have the lowest
variance of all stochastic discount factors that price a set of asset returns R~}1
correctly is tantamount to finding mean-variance efficient portfolios for these
same asseta Ri~l. In the remainder of this paper we will study the effects of
adding new assets to the set of assets available to investors. Although most
of the results will be stated in terms of inean-variance frontiers and mean-
variance efficient portfolios, it should be kept in mind that there is always a
dual interpretation in terms of volatility bounds.
83 Mean-variance spanning and intersection
In the previous aection we conaidered the volatility bounds and mean-variance
frontiers that can be derived from a given set of K assets with retum vector
Riti. Suppose now that an inveator takes an additional aet of N essets with
return vector ri~l into account in hia portfolio problem. The question we
are interested in is undea what conditions mean-variance ef6cient portfolios
derived from the set of returns Ritl are also mean-variance efficient for the
larger set of K f N assets (R~tl,rttl). This problem was addresaed in the
seminal paper of Huberman 8c Kandel (1987). If there is only one value of ry
or n fa~r which mean-variance investors can not improve their mean-variance
efiicient portfolio by including r~~~ in their investment set, the mean-variance
frontiera of R~tl and (R~~l,ri~l) have exactly one point in common, which
is referred to as intersection. In this case we will say that the mean-variance
fiontier ofRi~i intersects the mean-variance frontier of (R~tl, r~tl), ar simply
that Refi interaecta (Rcfl,rctl). If there is no mean-variance investor that
can improve his mean-variance efficient portfolio by including ritl in his
iuve~,truent aet, the mean-variaace frantiers af IÈitl and (1Z~t1, rtf~) oaineide,
which is referred to as spanning. In this case we will say that (the mean-
variance frontiers of) R~tl apans (the mean-variance frontier of) (Rcti, refi).
As suggested by the previous section, and as ahown by Ferson, Foerater, 8c
Keim (1993), DeSantis (1994), Ferson (1995) and Belmert 8s Urias (1996), the
concept of inean-variance spanning and intersection has a dual interpretation
in terma of volatility bounds. In tetms of volatility bounds mean-variance
spanning means that the volatility bound derived from the returns Rtti is
the same as the bound derived from (R~tl,ritl). Therefore, the minimum
variance stochastic discount factors for R~tl, mR(v)i~l, are also the minimum
variance stochastic discount factors for (R~t~,r~t~), and the asset returns
r~tl do not provide information about the necessary volatility of stochastic
disoount factora that is not already present in Rit~. As wíll be ahown formaUy
below, mean-variance intersection is equivalent to saying that the volatility
bounds derived from Ri~i and (Ritl, rtti) have exactly one point in common.
Thus, in cese of intersection there is exactly one value of v for which the
minimum variance atochastic discount factor does not change, whereas for
all other valuea of v it does.
In finite aamples it wíll in general be the case that adding assets causes
a ahift in the estimated mean-variance frontier and the estimated volatility
bound. This shift may very well be the result of estimation error however, and
9the main question is whether the observed shift is too large to be attributed
to chance. Therefore, to answer the question whether or not the observed
shift in the mean-variance frontier is significant in statistical terms, in thís
section we will also show how regression analysis can be used to test for
spanning and intersection.
3.1 Spanning and intersection in terms of inean-variance
frontiers
To state the problem formally, the hypothesis of inean-variance intersection
means that there is a portfolio w' which is mean-variance efficient for the
smaller set Rctl and which is also mean-variance efficient for the larger set
(Rctl,rt~l). In the sequel, variables that refer to the smaller set Rcti (rctl)
will be referred to with a subscript R(r), or with their dimension K(N),
whereas variables that refer to the larger set (Rc~l, rctl), will not have any
subscript or will have their dimension as subscript, K f N. Thus, wR is a
K-dimensional vector with portfolio weights for the assets in Rcti, and w is a
(K fN)-dimensional vector with portfolio weights for all the available assets
(Rc~i,rtt~). The hypothesis of inean-vasiance intersection comes down to
the statement that there exists a mean-variance efficient portfolio w' of the
form
w'-~ÓN~,
i.e., there exiat scalars ry and n, such`that
{L - 7~GK{N - ~Y~ ~ ON ~ .
(10)
If such a portfolio w' exists, there is one point on the mean-variance fmntier
of Rctt that also lies on the mean-variance frontier of (Rctl,rcfl). lising
obvious notation, p consists of two subvectors ~R and ~r, and E consists of
submatrices ERR, Errr, ~rRi ~d En. The first K rows of (11) imply that
F~R - ~ILK -~Y~RRwR p wR - y 1~RR(!~R - nix). (12)
For one thing, note that (12) simply says that wR is indeed mean-variance
efficient for the smaller set Rctl.
10The next step is to derive the restrictions on the distribution of R~fl and
rtt1 that are equivalent to mean-variance intersection. In order to do so,
substitute (12) in the lsst N rows of (11) to obtain:
{~r - ~IiN - ErRERR(pR - rllK)r p
(F~r - Ni~R) } (Q~K - Lly)Tl - ~r (13}
with ~i - FrRE~. Thus, if there is a portfolio that is mean-vatiance efficient
for the smaller set Ritl that is also mean-vatiance efficient for the larger set
(R~tl,ritl), there must exist a n such that the restriction in (13) holds. It
follows immediately from the derivation above that this n is the zero-beta
return that oorresponds to the portfolio wR (and w').
If there is mean-variance spanning then nll mean-variance efficient port-
folios w' must be of the form (10), i.e., (11) must be true for ál values of ~
and the corresponding 7's. Going thmugh the same steps, if (11) must hold
for any n, (13) must hold for any n, and this can only be the case if
i~r - ~~R - ~ and pcK - cN - 0, (14}
which are the restrictions imposed by the hypotheais of spanning. Ifthese re-
strictions on the distribution of Rt~l and r~tl hold, every point on the mean-
variance frontier of R~fi ís also on the mean-variance frontier of (Rifi,ritl)
and the taro frontiers coincide.
8.2 Spanning and intersection in terms of volatility
bounds
In the previous section we defined mean-variance spanning and intersection
fiom the properties of inean-variance efficient portfolios and we derived the
equivalent restrictions on the distribution of asset returns. In this section we
analyze mean-variance intersection and spanning from the pmperties of min-
iraum variance stochastic discount factors that price the sssets in Rt~l and
in (Ri}l,ri}1) correctly and we show that this imposea the same restrictions
on the distribution of the asset returns. In terms of wlatility bounds, the
hypothesis of intersection is that there is a value ofv such that the minimum
vatiance stochastic discount factor for Rttl, i.e., mR(v)i~l, is also the mini-
mum variance atochastic discount fáctor for the larger set (R~ti,rt~~). The
discount factor mR(v)~tl as defined by (4) and (5) is the minimum vatiance
11stochastic discount factor for this larger aet if it also prices rct~ correctly. If
mR(v)cti Prioes both Rcti and re~~ correctly, the difference between mR(v)ctl
and any other M(v)ctl that prices Rctl and retl correctly is orthogonal to
R~fl and reti, implying that mR(v)cti must have the lowest variance among
ell atochastic discount factors M(v)ctl, by the same rea9oning that leads to
(6).
Thus, the hypothesis of intersection for volatility bounds can be stated
3v s.t. E[rcfimR(v)cti] - cn~. (15)
To showthat this hypothesis imposes the same restrictions on the distribution
of Rctl and refl as in (13), substitute (4) and (5) into (15):
E[Tetl(v }(R2t1 - I~R)~~RR(GK - v{LR))] - ~N~ b
(Ftr - ~rR~-RRI~R)v } (~rR~RR~K - ~N) - O, f~
(i~r - Ni~R)v } (Y6K - LN) - O. (lÓ)
Dividing both aides of (16) by v shows that the hypothesis of intersection
in terms of volatility bounda indeed impliea the same restrictions as the
hypothesis of interaection in terms of inean-variance frontiers, if we choase
n- l~v. This could be expected beforehand, since from the duality between
mean-variance frontiers and volatility bounds in (9) we already knew that
the vector aR(v) that defines mR(v)cti, is Proportional to a mean-variance
efficient portfolio with zero-beta return n- l~v. The hypothesis that w' is
of the form (wR Q'N)' is therefore equivalent the hypothesis that a(v) is of
the form (aR(v)' Q'N)'.
By the same kigic, the hypothesis of apanning in terms of volatility
bounds, requires that mR(v)cfl pricea the returns rcfl for oll values of v:
E[retimR(v)cti] - Lx~ dv~ (17)
since in that case the entire volatility bound derived fmm (Rctl,rc~~) coin-
cides with the volatility bound derived fmm (Rctl) only. Thia requirement
implies that (16) holds for all valuea of v, and this can only be the case if the
restrictiona in (14) hold.
as:
123.3 Intersection and mean-variance efficiency of a given
portfolio
A question that is of obvious inte.reat both ímm a portfolio choice perspec-
tive and from an asset pricing perspective, is the question whether or not a
given portfolio wp is mean-variance efficient or not. F;'om a portfolio choice
perspective, an investor will be interested in whether or not his portfolio has
the desired properties of a mean-variance efficient portfolio. F~om an asset
pricing perspective, the hequently analyzed queation is, e.g., whether or not
the marlaet po~rtfolio is mean-variance efficient as the CAPM predicts.
Denote the return on some portfolio wp by R~fl and ita expectation by pp.
The question whether as not wp is mean-variance efficient with respect to the
N t 1 assets (IZ~ptl,rtfl), is obviously a special case of the que9tion whether
or not there is mean-variance intersection with K - 1 and Ri~~ - ft~ptl, since
intersection in this case simply means that the portfolio wp is on the mean-
variance fmntier of (Rept~,r~tl). Therefore, if wp is mean-variance efficient
for the set (Ri}l,ritl), the following restrictions on the distribution of I~ptl
and ri~l should hold:
~~ - nLN f I~p(r~p - n), (18)
where ( 3p is the N-dimensional vector Cov[r~~1iRip~1]~Var[R~f~], and pp -
E[I~ptl]. When testing for mean-variance ef6ciency, 1~pt1 is usually the return
on a portfolio of ritl.
What we want to establish in this section however, is that the hypothesis
that the mean-variance fmntier of R~ti (K 1 1) intersecta the fi~ontier of
(Ri~l, rttl) at a given value of n- l~v, is t.antamount to the hypothesis that
the portfolio wR that is mean-variance e~cient for R~ti and that has n a.s
its zero-beta rate is also mean-variance efficient with respect to (R~~i,r~f ~).
Iknote the return on wR as Rit~ and ita expectation as {~'. Recall that the
portfolio wR is given by the first K rows of (11)
wR - ~Y-~~RR(FtR - ~~K),
from which
l~~ - n
wR({1R - n~K) - 7wRERRwR p~Y - VQT[Riti]
Substituting these relations into (11) and defining Q' - Cou [rtfl, Rit~]~Var[R~tl],
results in
~ - (l~r - niN) - ~.R~;tR(i~R - n~K) - ({~, - nlN) - 7~.RwR -
13(~, - a~~) f (Q~ - ~N)~.
These are the same restrictions as (18) for wD - w'. Thus, the hypothesis of
intersection indeed implies the same restrictions on the distribution of R~tl
and ritl as the hypothesis that wR is mean-variance efHcient with respect to
ref1.
3.4 Testing for spanning and intersection
So far we derived the restrictions implied by the hypotheses of inean-variance
intersection and spanning for the distribution of R~t~ and r~f~. Huberman Bs
Kandel (1987) showed how regression can be used to test these hypotheses.
To see how regressíon can be used to test for interaection, start from (13):
f~r - ~i~N - a({~R - n~K)-
Replacing the expected returns ~r and pR with realized returns r~~i and
R~tl, gives the regression
rifi -~ f QRsti f Ecfi, (~)
wlth ~ - é~r - Q~R~ Eeti - ur,eti - QuR.cti, ur,it~ - r~ti - Wr and uR,oti -
Ri~~ - ~R. It can readily be checlaed that under the null hypotheses of span-
ning and intersection Cov[eet1, Reti] - 0. Notice that a is an N-dimensional
vector of intercepts, p is a N x K-dimenaional matrix of slope ccefiicients,
and Eitl is a N-dimensional vector of error terms. The restrictions imposed
by the hypothesis of intersection in (13) can now be stated as
a - n(~N - Q~K) - ~. (21)
With intereection there are two cases of interest. First, we may be in-
tereated in testing for intersection for a given value of the zero-beta rate n.
In that case the restrictions in (21) should hold for this specific value of ~,
which is a set of linear restrictions. In the sequel we will mainly be interested
in this case. Second, the interest may be in the question whether the.re is
intersection at some unknown point of the frontier, i.e., for some unknown
value of ~. In that case the hypothesis is that there exists some tl such that
the restrictions in (21) hold. This hypothesis can be stated as
~i,(1 - F~i~K) - ~j,(1 - F~j~K)~ ai - 1, ..., N,
19where Q; is the ith row of (i. Thus, the hypothesis that there is intersection
at some point of the frontier imposes a set of nonlinear restrictions on the
regression parameters in (20). Notice that given estimates of a; and Q; an
estimate of the zero-beta rate for which there is intersection can be obtained
from a;~(1 - p;tX). Also note, that testing whether there is intersection at
some unknown point of the frontier only makes sense if N 1 2, since there is
always intersection if N- 1. (Because there is always one efficient portfolio
for which the weight in the new asset ia zero.)
Recall that the hypothesis of spanning implies that (21) holds for all
values of t~. Therefore, goingthmugh the same ateps, the restrictions imposed
by the hypothesis of spanning can be stated as
a- 0 and QtK - cx - 0. (22)
The restrictions in terms of the regression model in (20) are intuitively
very clear. For instance, the spanning restrictions in (22) state that if there
is spanning, then each return of the additional asseta, r;,tt~, i- 1, 2, ..., N,
can be written as the return of a portfolio of the benchmark assets ~í,Rttl,
,QtiK - 1, plus an error term e,,ttl which has expectation zero and which
is orthogonal to the returns Rtti. Since such an asset can only add to the
variance of portfolios of Rt~i, and not to the expected return, mean-variance
optimizing agents will not include such an asset in their portfolio. A similar
inteapretation holds for the intersection restrictions.
If the returns series Rtt~ and rttl are stationary and ergodic, consistent
estimates of the parameters a and ~i in (20) are easily obtained using OLS.
In writing down the test statistics for (21) and (22), it is convenient to use a
different apecification of (20), in which all the coP.fficients a and Q are stacked
into one big vector:
rtti - ~Ix ~ ~ 1 R'eti ~~ 6-1-eefi~ (~)
where 6- vec (~ a p)~~, a(K -~- 1)N-dimensional vector. If b is the OLS
estimate of b and Q is a consistent estimate of the asymptotic covariance
matrix of b, the hypotheaea of intersection and spanning can be tested using
a standard Wald test. Defining
K('I)int - Ix ~~ 1 qiX ) and (24a)
h(n):~t - H(n);ntb - ~tx, (24b)
15the Wald test-statistic for intersection ca.n be written as
~w` - h(rl):nt ~H(~Í)ineQH(rl):nc~ i h(n)int. (25)
Similarly, defming
g,~n - IN ~ ~ ~ ~K ~ and (26a)
` x
h,p,,, - H,~„6- ~N ~ I ~~, (26b)
the Wald test-statistic for spanning can be written as
t 1 27
Swn - hapnn (H~nQHapon)~ h~n. ( )
Under the null hypotheses and standard regularity conditions, the limit dis-
tribution of ~`k,` will be XN and the limit distribution of ~y~n will be XZN.
The test statistics in (25) and (27) have interesting economic interpretations
in terms of performance measures. The relationship between tests for inter-
section and spanning and performance evaluation will be discussed in detail
in Section 5.3.
Chen 8c Knez (1996) and Hall 8z Knez (1995) propose a test for intersec-
tion that is based on (15). Define the deviation from the equality in (15) to
be a(v):
X(v) - E[mR(v)ttlrttl~ - ~N. (2H)
In Section 5.1 we will interpret a(v) scaled by v as a generalization of the
well-known Jensen measure. Given an estimate of the parameters ~R(v)
using the sample equivalent of (5):
~. -1
~R(v) - ~ 1 ~(Rt - R)(Rt - R)'~ ~cK - vR~ ,
T t-1
with R the sample mean of Rt, define ~(v)t as
a(v)t - re(v f de(v)~(Rt - R)) - eN.
A test for the hypothesis of intelsection, X(v) - 0, can now be based on
~K- I 1, ~ J~(v)t~ ~Vnr[J~(v)t)~ 1 I T ~~(v)t) , (~)
` t-1 ` t-1
16where the estimate Var[~(v)i] can for instance be obtained using the method
suggested by Newey 8t West (1987). The limit distribution of the test-
statistic ~~K is also XN. It is straightforward to show that for n- l~v,
~T ~i~ a(v)~) ~v - H(n);,,Lb - h(~);,,~, and that the only difference in the
Wald test-statistic in (25) and the statistic proposed in (29) is the way in
which the covariance matrix is estimated.
A disadvantage of the teat originally proposed by Chen 8c Knez (1996) ia
that they test for intersection for a very specific stochastic discount factor,
which corresponds to the minimum second moment portfolio. This discount
factor can be found by projecting the kernel Mitl on the asset returns only,
excluding the constant. The corresponding portfolio on the mean-variance
frontier is the one with the minimum second moment among all portfolios
on the frontier, and can graphically be found as the tangency point between
the mean-variance frontier and a circle with its centre at the origin. The
problem with this portfolio ia that it is located at the inefficient part of the
frontier, implying that the test used by Chen 8c Knez (1995) is for intersection
at an inefficient portfolio. Therefore it is economically not very intereating,
unless there exists a risk free asset. Since in the test statistic in (29) the
diacount factor mR(v)~tl results from e projection of Mitl on R~~i plus a
constant, this teat allowa us to test for intersection at any mean-variance
efficient portfolio, so this test does not suffer from the problem of the test
originally suggested by Chen 8z Knez.
Alternative testa for the hypotheaes of intersection and spanning are sug-
gested by Huberman 8a Kandel (1987), who propoae a likelihood ratio test,
and by Snow (1991) and DeSantis (1995), who propoae a Generalized Method
of Moments (GMM) procedure. This latter prooedure is also identical to the
region suóaet test suggested by Hansen, Heaton 8Z Luttmer (1995) which is
equivalent to a test for interaection. A comparison of the small sample prop-
erties ofvatious test-procedurea can be found in Bel~.ert 8c Urias (1996). The
GMM-based test or region suhaet test is based on the obaervation that under
the null hypotheses of spanning or intersection, the kernel that prices R~tl
and rttl correctly is of the form
m(v)sfi - v-F aR(v)~(N~ti -!~e) f a.(v)~(refi - l~.),
with aT(v) - 0.
Given that ar(v) - 0, a GMM-estimate of the K parametera in aR(v) can
17be obtained by using the K f N sample moments
9'i'(nrt(v)) - T ~
~ ` RL ) (v
-~ aR(vY(~ - iZ)1
- cKtN - T ~9e(att(v)).
c-i t-1
A oonsistent estimate of aR(v) can therefore be obtained by solving
Iriln ~(QR(v))~WT9T(aR(v)) - JT(aR(v))~ (~)
aR~~l
where WT ia a symmetric nonsingular weighting matrix. Notice that the
GMM-estimate of the K parameters ~R(v) obtained from (30) is based on
K f N moment restrictions. The N overidentifying restrictions are derived
fmm the hypothesis that mR(v)~~l must aLso price the N additional assets
r~t~. Intersection for a given value of v can now be tested by using the
fact that under the null-hypothesis and regularity conditions TJT(nR(v}) is
asymptotically XN-distributed. Since spanning implies that (15) holds for (at
least) two different values of v, the GMM-based test can easily be extended
by estimating two vectors ~R(v~) and c~R(vZ) simultaneously (v~ ~ v2) using
(30). In this case there are 2K parameters to be estimated with 2(K -{- N)
moment conditions. The test for spanning is therefore a test for the 2N
overidentifying restrictions and will asymptotically be XzN-distributed under
the null-hypothesis of spanning.
4 Testing for spanning and intersection with
conditioning information
The purpose of this section is to incorporate conditioning information in
tests for intersection and spanning. Until now we sssumed that returns are
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, there is ample
evidence that asset returns are to some extent predictable. For instance,
stock and bond returns can be predicted from variables like Iagged returns,
dividend yields, short term interest rates, and default premiums (see, e.g.,
Ferson (1995)) and futures returns can be predicted from hedging pressure
variables (see e.g. DeRoon, Nijman 8z Veld (1998)) as well as from the
spread between spot and forward prices. In Section 4.1 we will show how
conditional information can be used in a straightforward way by using scnled
r~turns (see, e.g., Cochrane (1997) and Bekaert 8c Urias (1996)). Although
18this is a fairly g~eneral and intuitive way of incorporating conditional informa-
tion, a disadvantage of this method is that the dimension of the estimation
and testing problem - increases quickly. In Section 4.2 we show that this
pmblem can be circumvented if it is assumed that varianoes and covariances
are constant, while expected returns are allowed to vary over time. Under
this assumption it is shown that the conditioning variables can easily be ac-
counted for by using them as additional regressors. The restrictions for the
intersection and spanning hypotheses appear to be very similar to the re-
strictions in case returns are independently and identically distributed. This
way of incorporating conditional variables also has the additional advantage
that the regression estimates indicate under what eoonomic circumstanoes,
i.e., for what values of the conditioning variables, intersection and spanning
can or can not be rejected. Finally, in Section 4.3 we will discuss the use
of conditioning variables as, e.g., in Shanken (1990) and Ferson 8i Schadt
(1996). In that case variances and covariances are allowed to vary over time
as well.
4.1 Incorporating conditional information using scaled
returns
Suppose that z~ is a(L - 1)-dimensional vector of instruments that has
predictive power for R~~~ and r~tl, and define the L-dimensional vector Zi
as Z~ -(1 zi)'. A common way to use these instruments is to look at scaled
returns: Zt ~ Rifi. If Mitl is a valid stochastic discount factor, then from
(1) we have:
E[Meti(Zc ~ Reti) ~ le] - Ze ~ ~x.
Taking unconditional expectations, this yields
E[Meti(Zo ~ Reti)] - E(Zt ~ Lx). (31)
Thus, the scaled return Z;,~R~,~~i has an average price equal to E[Z;,t]. The
scaled returns can be interpreted as the payoffs of a strategy where each
period an amount equal to Z;,i dollars is invested in a security, yielding
a payoff equal to Z;,iR~,iti. Therefore, we can also think of Zi ~ Ritl as
the returns on managed portfolios (see, e.g., Cochrane (1997)). By allowing
for such managed portfolios, we take into account that investors may use
dynamic strategies, based on the realized values of Z~. In effect this increases
the set of available assets by a factor L.
19To simplify notation, denote the (L x K)-dimensional vector Zt ~ Rt}1
by Rttl. AL9o, denote the (L x K)-dimensional vector E(Zt ~ ix] by qK.
For further reference, rtf 1 and qN are defined in a completely analogous way.
Valid stochastic discount factors Mtf] now have to satisfy
EIMï1ReZ 1] - 9x. (32)
Follawing the same line of reasoning as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, it is straight-
fat~ward to shaw that the minimum variance stochastic disoount factor with
expectation v is given by
mR(v)t}i - v f txZ(v)~(RtZ 1- F!R), (~)
aZ(v) - (~RR) 1(qx - v~LR).
This expression for the volatility bound is a straightforward generalization of
the one given in (4) and (5). The restrictions imposed by the hypotheses of
intersection and spanning also turn out to be very similat to the ones given
in previous sections, as we will see belaw.
Thus, conditioning information can be incorporated by including man-
aged partfolios, the returns of which depend on the oonditioning variables. If
there is to be conditional intersection or spanningof rtt] by Rt}1, the uncon-
ditional volatility bound (or mean-variance frontier) of Ri}1 must íntersect
or span the volatility bound (or mean-variance frontier) of (RtZ ],r~t]). The
interest is therefore in the returns Rt}1 and rt}1 themselves plus the returns
on aU the managed portfolios. Intersection or spanning is equivalent to
E~rï 1mR(v)t}1] - qNr (~)
for one value of v or for all values of v respectively. To see which restrictions
these hypotheses imply, substitute (33) into (34) to obtain
(i~Z -QZuR )v f (QZ4x - 4N) - ~~ (~`)
for íntersection, and
(F~? - NZI~R) - U, 8nd (QZQx - QN) - Or (~)
fca~ spanning. He.re QZ is a (L x N) x(L x K) matrix with slope coef)'icients
from a regcrssion of rï 1 on RtZ1 plus a constant. These restrictions are also
given in Bekaert 8c Urias (1996).
20The similarity with the case in which there was no oonditioning informa-
tion is obvious. The only difference in the restrictions is that in (35) and (36)
we have (~iZqK - qN ) instead of (fir.K - tN ). The fact that qK and qN enter the
restrictions refíects the fact that Rttl and retl are not really returns, in the
sense that their current prices are not necessarily equal to one. The average
prices of Rctl and retl are instead given by qX and qN. The average cost
of the managed portfolias with payoff vector r~tl is given by the vector qN,
and the cost of the mimiclcing portfolios from Rctl is given by QZqK. The
interpretation of the restrictions given in Section 3.4 is therefore still valid.
The main disadvantage of this way of incorporating conditioning informa-
tion is that the number of parameters to be estimated as well as the number
of restrictions to be tested grows rapidly with the number of instruments
G. The number of exogenous variables equals K x L and the number of
restrictions to be tested equals N x L for the hypothesis of intersection, and
2N x L for the hypothesis of spanning. This is the case because for each
new instrument there are K new managed portfolios to be considered for the
essets in Rctl and N additional managed portfolios for the assets in rctl.
'1'his problem can at least partially be circumvented if we are willing to
asaume a more specific form of predictability. Specifically, in the next section
we make the assumption that only the expected returns of Rcti and re~l
depend linearly on the instruments zc, whereas all variances and covariances
are constants. In Section 4.3 the slope ccefficients ,Q are assumed to depend
linearly on the instrumenta, which also aUows for a straightforward way of
incorporating conditional information in the regtession framework to test for
intersection and spanning.
4.2 Expected returns linear in the conditional vari-
ables
In this section we assume that there is a specific form of predictability, which
allows us to incorporate conditioning information in a straightforward way
in the regression framework for spanning and intersection. The assumption
made is that expected returns are linear in the conditional variables and
that returns are conditional homaekedastic. This way of incorporating con-
ditioning information is used for instance in Campbell 8c V'iceira ( 1998) and
DeRoon, Nijman 8t Werker (1998b). The assumption we make ia that
Ec~Rcti~ - ~tcZc, (37)
21Ee[r~fi] - 1~rZ~,
and the variances and covariances ofR~t~ and r~t~ conditional on Z~ are given
by Var[R~tl ~ Zi] -~RRe Var(ritl ~ Ze] - S2,.T, and Cov[rcti, Rcti ~ Zi] -
SZ,R. Starting from ( 1), the minimum variance stochastic disoount factor is,
in this particular setting, given by
mR(v)cf] - v f alv)il~f1 - EclRctll), (~)
a(v)e - ~RR(iK - vE~[Reti]).
If there is intersection, mR(v)itl must price ri~l correctly conditional on
Zi, which results in
~N - Et[r2t1mR(v)ttl] - v IrZt } ,~rR~RR(~K - ~RZt)
p ~~r - ~rR~RR~R)Ztv } (~rR~RRbX - Lnr) - O. (.39)
In case there is apanning this condition must again hold for every v, implying
(~r - ~rR~RR~R)ZC - O and (~rR~RRGK - Lfy) - O. (iO)
It turns out that the regression framework that we used to test for spanning
and intersection can easily be modified to test the restrictions in (39) and
(40). In Appendix B it is shown that in the regression
rcti -?'Ze f áR~ti f u~ti, (41)
with E[u~t1Zi] - 0, and E[ts~{1Rcf1] - 0, the OLS-estimates of ry and 6 aze
consistent estimates of (~r - S2,RftRR~R) ~d (~rR~Rit~K - LN) IeSpectlvely,
which are the parameters of interest in the restrictions in (39) and (40). The
hypotheses of intersection and spanning can therefore be based on the OLS-
estimates of (41). The hypothesis that there is intersection for a given value
of v and Zi can be tested by testing the restrictions
yZsv f (b~x - in,) - 0, (`~)
and the hypothesis of spanning by testing the restrictions
ryZ~ - 0 and (F)GK - L~r) - 0. (43)
These restrictions are very sunilar to the restrictions implied by intersection
and spanning in the unconditional case, except that the intercept ~ in (20)
is replaoed by ryZi.
22It can easily be seen from (42) and (43) that the number of restrictions
to be tested for intersection and spanning is the same as in the uncondi-
tional case, which makes this method of incorporating conditional informa-
tion somewhat more attractive than using scaled returns. Note that the
hypotheses underlying (42) and (43) are that there is intersection or span-
ning for a particular value of Zi, i.e., for a particular state of the economy.
This has the additional advantage that the regression estimates of (41) allow
us to make statements about the question in what states of the economy it
will be useful to invest in ri~r as well as in Ritr. For instance, given the
estimates of ry and 6 in (41) and the concomitant covariance matrix, it is
possible to derive confidence intervals for the values of Zi for which there can
be intersection or spanning.
If the hypothesis of interest is whether there is spanning regardless of
the state of the economy, the restrictions in (43) should hold for all values
of xi, implying that each element of y ahould be equal to 0. In that case,
with L instruments and N assets in r~f~, there are L x N restrictions to be
tested, which, although smaller than the 2 x L x N restrictions in (36), can
be a large numher. ALw, ea f~ll~ws readily from (42) and (43), in this case
the hypothesis of intersection and the hypothesis of spanning both imply the
samc restrictioias.
4.3 Slope coefficients ,Q linear in the conditional vari-
ables
An alternative way of incorporating conditional information in the regression
framework is suggiested by Shanken (1990) and Ferson 8e Schadt (1996) e.g.,
where the slope ccefficients Q are assumed to be a linear function of the
instruments. In the regression in (20),
retl - a -~ QRct1 } Ectr,
Shanken (1990) simply assumes that
~ - ao -f uixe~
i~ - bo f ~rxc,
where z~ are now supposed to be demeaned variables. Ferson 8t Schadt
(1996) motivate (44) as a first order Taylor-series expansion for a general
23dependenoe of Q on Zt -(1 zí)'. Let Cov[rttl,Rtt, [ ZtJ - E~R(Zt), and
Var[Rttl ~ Zt] - ERR(Zt), where E(.) indicates some functional form for the
covariance matrix. Starting from (13) intersection for a given zero-beta rate
s) - l~v oonditional on Zt means
E[rttl - 7~LN] - F~(Zt)E[`Ktl - ~ILK] b
rttl - nLN - Q(Zt)(~Ktl - ~LK) } uttl,
with Q(Zt) - ~.rR(Zt)~RR(Zt) 1 , uttl - ( rttl - Q(Zt)Rttl) - (E[retl] -
,Q(Zt)E[littl]), and E[uttl ~ Zt] - 0. Ferson 8t Schadt (1996) suggest a
linear apprcocimation of Q(Zt):
Q(Zt) ~ bo ~- blzc, (45)
from which
rctl - ao f alzt f óoRttl -} blzeRttl -f Ettl, (`~)
ao - n(LN - áoLx),
al - -n61Lx,
with Ettl - uttl f(Q(Zt) - bo - blze)(Rttl - rltx), for which it is assumed
that E[ettl ~ Zt] - 0. This gives precisely the regression in (20) where the
regression parameters are linear in the instruments as assumed by Shanken
(1990).
Intersection for a given value of 11 - l~v and zt can now be tested by
testing the restrictions that
(aQ -~ nlzt) -~ {(6o i- ólze)LK - eN}n - 0. (47)
As in the previous section, these reatrictions give the additional advantage
that statementa can be made as in which state of the economy, i.e., for which
values of zt there is intersection. If there is intersection for all vaAues of zt,
this implies
afl f (óbcK - tN)rl - 0,
al f b1LKn - 0.
Spanning for a given value of zt is equivalent to
ao -~ alze - 0, (`~)
(W } blzt)LK - LN.
24Again, for a specific value of x~, i.e., for specific economic conditions, these
restrictions can easily be tested in the regression framework outlined above.
If there is to be spanning under all economic conditions the restrictions are
If there are L instruments (including a constant) with K benchmark assets
and N new assets, we now have (K ~-1) x N x L restrictions to test, which is
even larger than with the scaled returns in Section 4.1. Also, the numbers of
parameters to be estimated is (K -{-1) x N x L. Thus, in terms of the number
of parameters and the number of restrictions, this approach does not offer
additional benefits over the use of scaled returns. However, this approach
does have the benefit that it shows under what economic circumstances there
may or may not 6e interse~tion or spanning.
Notice that this way of incorporating conditional information is very sim-
ilar to the one suggested in the previous section. The restrictions on the
regression parameters in (46) are analogous to the ones on the parameters in
(41). The main difference arises because the slope ccefficients for R~tl also
depend on the instruments, implying that the interaction term ziRiti should
also be included in the regression. It is easy to see that the approach in the
previous section can be interpreted as a special case of the approach outlined
here, where only the intercepts in (20) are a function of the instruments ,z~,
whereas the alope coefScients are constant.
Summarizing, we have shown that a number ofapproaches is available to
incorporate conditioning information in tests for intersection and spanning.
Using either scaled returns or regression coefficients that are linear functions
of the instruments, the regression approach outlined in Section 3 can easily
be extended to test for intersection or spanning. The restrictions implied
by the hypotheses of intersection and spanning are very similar to the case
where there is no conditioning information (i.e., where the only instrument
is a constant) and have very similar interpretations as well.
255 The relation between spanning tests, per-
formance evaluation and optimal portfolio
weights
So far the focus has bcen on the restrictions that are implied by the hypothe-
ses of intersection and spanning on the distribution of R~tl and r~~l and on
how these hypotheaes can be tested. In this section the interest will be in
the deviations from the restrictions. We will show that the teat statistics
and regression estimates have clear interpretations in terms of performance
measures like Jensen's alpha and the Sharpe ratio as well as in terms of
the new optimal portfolio weights. Since it is natural to think about these
performance measures in terms of inean-variance efficient portfolios, most of
the analysis in this section will be in terms of inean-variance frontiers rather
than volatility bounds. Nonetheless, the duality between these two fron-
tiers also holds fca~ these performance measures. Interpretations of teats for
mean-variance efficiency, intersection, a.nd spanning in terms of performance
measures can also be found in Gibbons, R,oss 8z Shanken (1989), Jobson 8c
Korkie (1982, 1984, 1989), and Kandel8c Stambaugh (1989).
5.1 Performance measures
To set the stage, define the vector of Jensen's alphas, or Jensen performance
measum,s, a~(n), as the intercepts in a regression of the N excess returns
(r~fl - r1iN) on the excess returns of the K benchmark assets, (Rttl - rlitt):
riti - nlrv - a~(n) f Q(Rsti - n~x) f Eiti~ (49)
with E[ettl] - E[EetiRe~i] - 0. Since it is not assumed that there exists a
risk free asset, we define excess returns as the return on an asset or portfolio
in excess of a given zero-beta rate rl. Alternatively, when regressing r~~l on
R~ti as in (20), it follows that Jensen's alpha is equal to
a.r(n) - a i. (Qix - iN)rl, (~)
where a-~, - ,O~R and Q- ErxEsá. Notice from this expression that the
hypothesis that there is intersection for a given value of ~ is equivalent to
the hypothesis that the Jensen performance measure is zero, i.e., a~(n) - 0.
Similarly, the hypothesis of spanning is oquivalent to the hypothesis that
26ar(rl) - 0, b'n. R.ecall from Section 3.3, that the regression in (49) produces
the same intercept aJ(~) as a regression of r~~l - qtN on the excess return
of a portfolio wR that is mean-variance efficient for R~tland that has q as its
zero beta rate, i.e.,
reti - pcN - ar(0) f,Q~(Riti - rl) f Eet1.
It is common in the literature to define Jensen's alpha as the inte,rcept of a
regression of ritl in excess of the risk fi~ee rate on the return of the market
portfolio in excess of the risk free rate. The definition in (49) is more general
and has this more traditional definition as a special case if there exists a
risk free asset (rl - R{) and if the market portfolio is mean-variance efficient
(R~~l - R~~). The Jensen measure in (49) is also referred to ss the geneml-
ized Jensen measure. Given the minimum variance stochestic discount factor
mR(v)~t~ ss defined in (4) and (5), it can easíly be seen that the generalized
Jensen measure is also equal to a(v)~v as defined in (28).
The Sharpe rntio of a portfolio with return R~~l is defined as the expected




By definition, for a given expected portfolio return, or for a given standard
deviation of portfolio return, the maximum attainable (absolute) Sharpe ra-
tio is the Sharpe ratio of the minimum-variance efficient portfolio. For a
minimum-variance efficient portfolio wR of the K assets R~tl with zero-beta
rate n, the Sharpe ratio is equal to the slope of the line tangent to the fron-
tier originating at (0, n) in mean-standard deviation space, and is denoted
bY BR(~l):
Bx(r!) - E~Rifi] - n
(Riti) ~
(51)
where R~tl - w.~Rtfl.
Although both Jensen's alpha and the Sharpe ratio are used as perfor-
mance measures, there is an important diffesence between the two. Whereas
the Sharpe ratio is defined in terms ofthe characteristics ofone portfolio (the
expected excess portfolio return and its standard deviation), Jensen's alpha
is defined in terma of one asset or portfolio relative to another. Sharpe ratios
answer the question whether one portfolio is to be preferred over another,
whereas Jensen's alpha answers the question whether investors can improve
27the eH' iciency of theír portfolio by investing in the asset. However, there is
a dase relation between the two measures, in that Jensen's alphas together
with the oovariance matrix of the error terma eLtl in (20) (and (49)) de-
termine the potential ímprovement in the maximum attainable Sharpe ratio
ftom adding the new assets rLti. Recall from Section 2.2 that we defined the
variables A- t'E-'L, B-~e'E-'L, and C-~L'E-'p. For the set Riti these
variables will be denoted as AR, BR, and CR, whereas the absence of sub-
scripts implies that these va.riables refer to the larger set (RLti,r~t~). Using
partitioned inverses, notice that
1 ~-~ } a~-~p -a~-~
1 RR Rr ~ ~ RR ec es
52
~- - ( ~rR ~rr ~ - -~cc1Q ~ssl ( )
F`com this, it follows that
A- ~KErsrsLK } ixQ~E~~'(iLK - 2ixQ'E~~1LN f iNE~~1LN
- AR } (QLx - L1V)'~esl(IjGx - 6N), (53)
where Q-~rR~RR ~d EK is the covariance matrix of eLtl, the error term
in the regression in (20). In a similar way it can easily be shown that
B- BR t áE`~'(Lx - QLx), (5`~)
C - CR ~- cí'E~a'a, (54b)
where ~ - ~~r - Q{~R, the intercept in the regres.gion in (20).
It is easy to ahow that for a given ~, the Sharpe ratio of a mean-variance
eH'icient portfolio wR can be written as
BR(n) - (CR - 2BRij f AR7~~)'~~. (55)
A similar expression holds ofcourse for B(p), the maximum attainable Sharpe
ratio of the latger set (RLtl,rttl). Combined with (53) and (54) this gives
for the squared Sharpe ratio
B(~)' - C- 2Bp f An'
- (CR - 2B,{~I f ARrI~)
~(CY'FJis'CY - 2~'Efs'(LN - QLK)rI } (LN - QLK),~ffl(LN - ALK)tI~)
- BR(n)~ } ~J(~)~~esl~J(T~)~ (~)
Thus, the change in maximum attainable squared Sharpe ratios equals the
inner product of the vector of Jensen's alphas, aJ(q), weighted by the inverse
of the cavariance matrix of eett.3 If there is only one new esset, N- 1, the
3This reeult can also be Found in Jobeon 8c Korkie (1984) for instance.
28term aJ(r~)~o(E) is known as the adjusted Jensen measure or the appraisal
ratio. Notice once more that BR(r~) and B(t~) characterize portfolios of Rit~
and (l~tl,rí~~)', respectively, whereas a~(r~) and EE~ follow from a regres-
sion of rttl on Ri~l, and measure the performance of ri}1 relative to R~ti.
Stated differently, whereas Sharpe ratios can be used to compare the perfor-
mance of diff'erent portfolias, Jensen's alpha givea the potential improvement
in performance when the additional assets are included in the portfolio. The
hypotheses of intersection and spanning imply that Jensen's alpha, a~(~), is
zero for one or for all values of r~ respectively. Therefore, if there is intersec-
tion (spanning) then there is no improvement in the Sharpe measure possible
by including the additional assets rttl in the investors portfolio.
5.2 Changes in optimal portfolio weights
The performance measures and the interaection regressions discussed above
can aLqo be used to infer the changea in optimal portfolio holdings when
adding the asseta ritl. In this section we will show that given the ini-
tial mean-variance efficient portfolio of the benchmark assets and the OLS-
estimates of the regression parametera in (20), it is straightforward to de-
termine the new optimal portfolio weights. Some of the results presented in
this section are also presented in Stevens (1998). In order to derive the opti-
mal portfolio weights from the regression results, consider the mean-variance
efficient portfolio for the extended set (Ritl, retl) for a given value of rJ:
ti - y-~E 1 (fe - ~t) .
Substituting the partitioned inverse as given in (52) in the expression for w'
gives that the optimal portfolio weights for the new assets, w;, can be written
as
w~ - 7 '~ee'((~r - Q{~R) - (LN - h'LK)n)
- 7 'E~~'a~(rl). (57)
Thus, the optimal portfolio weights wr are determined by the vector of
Jensen's alphas and the covariance matrix of the resíduals of the OLS-
regression of r~tl on Ritl.a
aAs an aeide, in terma of volatiGty bounde, notice that wrry - -ar(l~ri), i.e., the
elemente of a(v) in (5) that correspond to rtfl. Thus if we want to know the minimum
variance stochaetic diecount factor from (Rit~,rit~ ), rather than Erom Rit~, the projection
ooefficienta correeponding to the additional eavete r~}1 are given by -E~~~a~(ri).
29In deriving the new optimal portfolio weights, a problem in (57) is that
the coefficient of risk aversion ry ís present. Notice that this is a different
coefficient than the one that appears in the optimal portfolio wR of the
emaller set Rtt1:
wR - ~YR1~RR({LR - TI6K),
where we now also add a` to indicate that a variable refers to the set of
benchmark assets Riti only. It is only the zero-beta return rl that is the
same in both problems, since we test whether there is intersection for a
fixed value of q. Similarly, the expected returns on the portfolios wR and
w' are different, and we indicate these with mR and m respectively, i.e.,
`mR - ïuR{~R, and m- w"~. In order to substitute out the risk aversion
parameter ry, note that
7- B-~A - BR - qAR f~J(T7)~Esel(~N - QiK)
- ~iR } ~J(ri)I~cel(~N - Q~K)r
and that
mR - ~I BR(TI)~
?'R - a
9ÓRERRtl1R - riLR - f~
Using these latter two expressions, the optimal portfolio weights w~ can be
expressed as
. q 58
wT - ~BR(n)~ } (mR - n)~J(~)'~eel(~N - N~K)
~eelaJ(~)' ( )
The advantage of (58) is that it contains only variables that either result
from the initial optimal portfolio iuR, or from a regression of rit~ on Ri}i.
Along the same lines it is straightfa~rward to show that the new optimal
weights wR are giv~en by
~ BR(~1)~ q w' - ~wT. (59)
wR - ~BR(~)~ -~ (171R - ~)~J(~)'~eel(~N - F'~K)
`R
Again, this expression only depends on characteristics of the old portfolio,
wR, and the regre~sion output. Therefore, given the initial mean-variance
efficient partfolio wR of the benchmark essets and the OLS-estimates of the
regtesaion in (20), (58) and (59) answer the question how to adjust the port-
folio in order to obtain the new mean-variance efficient portfolio w'.
30In order to give an interpretation of the new portfolio weights in (58) and




w. - Bs(0)z m - n ïvR -(3'w,. (61)
R - B(n)' mR - rl
If there is only one new asset, i.e., N- 1, Equation (60) first of all shows
that o~~(n) determines the sign of the new portfolio weight w; (given that
m- rl ~ 0): if Jensen's alpha is pasitive (negative) the investor can im-
prove the performance of his portfolio by taking long (short) positions in
the new esset. When there is more than one new asset, the sign of the
portfolio weights is not only determined by the aign of Jensen's alpha, but
also by the inverse of the covariance matrix of Eifl. If the mean-variance
fmntier is not strongly affected by the introduction of the new assets, then
(BR(n)Z~B(~)')(m -~)~(mR - p) a 1, and the coe.fficients Q show which of
the old assets are replaced by the new assets.
Finally, notice that we did not consider a risk h~ee asset. The portfolio
weights given above are for the tangency portfolio when the zero-beta rate is
n. If a risk free asset is available, we can replace ~ with R~ in (60) and (61)
and these equations still give the portfolio weights for the tangency portfolio.
The new tang~ency portfolio has an expected return equal to m, whereas the
old tangency portfolio has an expected return mR. Notice though, that in
case a risk free esset is available it is easy to shift funds between the tangency
portfolio and the risk free asset and to let the expected po~rtfolio return vary.
For practical purposes, the interest may be in the new portfolio w' that has
the same expected return as the old portfolio. Given that there is a risk fiee
asset available, this is easily achieved by letting m- R~ -' mR - R~. In this
case Equations (60) and (61) simplify to
!
w: - mB E~~'a~ (62)
and z
wR - Bzwrt - ~w.. (~)
óHere wc uee tóe fact that BR(n)~~(mR - q) - AR - nBR, and thaL AR - nBR i-
~r(rl)'E~sl(~N -Q~n) - A-TIB.
31Notice that here it is not necessarily the case that the weights in w; and wR
sum to one. The investor will have to borrow or lend a fraction (1 - iKwR -
ixwr) to achieve an expected portfolio return equal to m.
5.3 Interpretation of spanning and intersection tests
in terms of performance measures
Finally, we want to relate the Wald test-statistics presented in Section 3 to
the performance measures discussed above. It will be shown that these test-
statistics can be expressed as changes in maximum Sharpe ratios of Ritl and
(R~tl,rit~) respectively. Therefore, they have a clear economic interpreta-
tion. In order to interpret the test-statistics for intersection and spanning in
terms of performanoe measures, recall the basic regression model in (20):
rcfi - o f QReti f Eeti~
where intersection for a given value of t~ means that
~.,(n) -~ f (a~K - ~x)n - o.
Thua, the restrictions on the regression coefficients that are imposed by the
hypothesis o[ intersection have a natural interpretation in terms of Jensen's
alphas, and - as noted before - teating whether there is intersection for ~, is
equivalent to testing whether Jensen's alpha is zero. Testing for spanning is
of course equivalent to testing whether the Jensen's alphas are zero for all
values of ~.
It can be ahawn that the test statistics for intersection and spanning,
~jy and ~", presented in Section 3.4, can also be interpreted in terms of
Jensen's alphas and Sharpe ratios. To see this, start again from the specifi-
cation of the regression equation in (23):
riti - ~Ix ~ ~ 1 ~ti ~~ b -~ eefi-
Note that (uaing partitioned invrsse.s) the asymptotic covariance matrix of
the OLS-cstimates of b, 6 in (23) is given by
E ~ " ( f~R EIRe~] -
i
1 !~R
~Q~ ~ ~ I ~ i~R~RRi1R -i~R~RR
-~RRiZR ~RR l
32Straightforward algebra shows that premultiplying (64) with H(rl);,,c and
postmultiplying with H(rl);,,c as defined in (25), yields
ÍI6T~aJ(i)~ - .riee(1 f BR(n)~), (~)
where the Sharpe ratio BR(n) was defined in (55). Since fmm the analysis
above we know that the term h(n);,,c as defined in (25) equals aJ(rl), (56)
can be used to rewrite the test statistic for intersection, ~iyt, as
inc - dJ(rl)'Eee~fiJ(rf) - 1 f B(rl)~ 1 (~)
~w -T
1f
--9 (~~-T (1} -~- ~,
where BR(n), B(rl), and dJ(n) are the sample Sharpe ratioe and Jensen's
alpha respectively. Equation (66) is a well known result from, e.g., Jobson
8c Korkie (1982) and Gibbons, Rosa 8e Shanken (1989). It clearly shows
that the Wald test statiatic for intersection can easily be interpreted as the
percentage increase in squared Sharpe ratios scaled by the sample size. Under
the null-hypotLc,;n that there is intersection, B(q) s BR(n) and the increase
of the sample Sharpe ratios scaled by the sample size T(as in (66)) will
asymptotically have a X~NI-distribution.e
For the spanning test-statistic, a similar interpretation can be given. Let
nR denote the expected return on the global minimum variance portfolio of
Rctl, i.e., nR - BR~AR, and let the variance of thia portfolio be given by
(ooR)~. Similarly, let (oo)~ be the global minimum variance of (Rtf1,TC}1). It
is shown in Appendix C that the Wald test-statistic for spanning, ~~`, can
be written as
,p~,-7,~ 1} - B(~ á s 1
t ~ - 1~ ~- T ( ~~ó~2 - IJ
. (67)
SW
1 ~ BR(~R) `
This ahaws that the spanning test-statistic consists of two parts. The first
part is similar to the test-statistic for intersection in (66) and is determined
by a change in Sharpe ratios. The Sharpe ratios in (67) are for a zero-
beta rate equal to the (in-sample) expected return on the global minimum
e Gibbone, Roee8tShanken (1989) etudy thesmell eampk:properti~ ofthie teet statietic
in caee there isa risk free neect, as well ae the dietribution under the alternative hypothe~is.
Kandel dc Stambaugh (1987) and Shauken (1987) extend their resulte to thecase where the
mean-variance efficient benchmark portfolio (or inten9ection portfolio) can not be obeaved
but hae a~ven correlation with observed proxy portfolio.
33variance portfolio however, and therefore are the slopes of the asymptotes of
the mean-vatiance frontier. Notice that the slope of the upper limb of the
frontier is simply the negative of the slope of the lower limb of the frontier,
and therefore, the squared Sharpe ratios for those two extremes are the same.
The first term of the spanning test-statistic in a sense measures whether there
is intersection at the most extreme points of the fi~ontier (i.e., whether there is
a limiting form ofinteraection ifwe go sufficiently far up or down the frontier).
The second term of the statistic in (67) is determined by the change in the
global minimum variance of the portfolios, and measures whether the point
mast to the left on the frontier changes or not. Put differently, the fust
term measures whether there is intersection for a mean-variance investor
with a very small risk aversion (ry - 0), while the second term measures
whether there is intersection for a mean-variance investor with a very high
risk aversion (ry -~ oo). Note that in the second term the old global minimum
vatiance appears in the numerator and the new global minimum variance in
the denominator, since this variance can only decrease as assets are added to
the portfolio. Therefore, both terms in (67) are always larger than or equal
to one. Jobson 8t Korkie (1989) derive a similar result for a likelihood ratio
test for apanning.
6 Specification error bounds and intersection
As in the previoua section, in this section the focus will be on deviations from
intersection rather than on intersection itself. In a recent paper Hansen 8t
Jagannathan (1997) analyze specification errors in stochastic discount factor
models which, in some special ceses, can be inte.rpreted as deviations from
intersection. They derive bounds on the magnitude of these specification
errors which we will apply to models for futures risk premia in paper 6.
Therefore, the analysis in this section also serves as an introduction to paper
6.
Recall írom the discussion in Section 2.1 that each asset pricing models
assigns a particular function to the pricing kernel Miti. Hansen 8t Jagan-
nathan (1997) note that the pricing kernels implied by most asset pricing
models do not yield correct asset prioes, either because the asset pricing
model can only be viewed as an apprcacimation, or because of ineasurement
error. Meesurement errors are far instance often oonsidered to be an im-
portant problem in measuring oonsumption and testing consumption based
34asset pricing modeLs. The.refore, the pricing kernel implied by an asset pric-
ing model will in general only serve as a proxy stochastic discount factor,
that will not yield the correct prices or expected payoffs of the sssets under
consideration. The inte.rest of Hansen 8t Jagannathan is in the least squares
distance betwee.n such a prmcy stochastic discount factor and the set of valid
stochastic discount factors. They derive a lower bound on this distance, the
specification ennr bound, as a measureofhow well the model performs. These
specification error bounds will be derived formally below and it will also be
shown that these bounds have a clear eoonomic interpretation in terms of
maximum pricing errors or maximum expected payoff ermrs implied by the
asset pricing model. Hansen, Heaton, 8t Luttmer (1995) derive the limiting
distribution for the correspondingestimator of the specification error bounds.
It turns out that if we take the minimum variance atochastic discount
factor for the aubset Rct1 as a prcay atochastic disoount factor for the larger
set of assets (Rcti, rctl), we can interpret the specification error bounds in
terms of inean-variance intersection and the performance measures discussed
in the previous section. I„ purticular, pravidr.d that hath the praocy sto-
chastic discount factor and the discount factors that price Rcfl and refl
cbrrectly have the same expectation v, the squared specification error bound
scaled by v turns out to be equal to the difl'erenoe between the maximum
squared Sharpe ratio implied by the set Rc~~ and the maximum squared
Sharpe ratio implied by (Rcti,rctl). This also allows ua to interpret the
specification errors in terms of inean-variance portfolio choice again. Given
that a mean-variance investor is aware of the fact that a portfolio choaen
from the subset Re}i is suboptimal relative to a portfolio chosen from the
larger set (Rc~i,rc}i), the specification error bound gives an estimate of the
extent to which the portfolio is suboptimal in terms of Sharpe ratios.
6.1 Speciflcation error bounds
As noted above, in Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997) the interest is in proxy
stochastic discount factora, denoted by gctl, that assign appro~cimate prices
to portfolio payoffs. For instance, the CAPM implies that the proxy is ofthe
form a f 6Rt„ with Rmtl the return on the market portfolio. As before, let
I~Ctc be the return on some portfolio, not necessarily mean-variance efficient,
such that wacX - 1. The expected price assigned to such a portfolio by a
35proxy stochastic discount factor will be denoted by ~r"(Rt}1):
E[yitiRitt] - ~o(Ritt).
Of course, valid stochastic diswunt fa.ctors Mitl would assign a price ~r(Rtptt) -
1 to any portfolio wp that satisfies v~cK - 1. Because the praocy yif1 may
be derived from an asset pricing model that is strictly speaking not valid, or
because the prcixy may be measured with error, the prices assigned by the
proxy, rr"(R,~~1), wtll m general not be equal to one. The discussion here is
somewhat restrictive because we only conaider payoffs that are returns, i.e.,
payoffs with (correct) prices equal to one. Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997)
take more general payofls xitt with current prices qi. Given that we want
to establish the relation between specification errors and mean-variance in-
tersection, the use of returns is not very restrictive however. Moreover, the
results derived below can easily be adjusted to the results of Hansen 8t Ja-
gannathan along the lines of Section4.1, where we incorporated conditioning
information by elkiwing for payoffs z~ ~ Rtft with current prices qt.
A seoond way in which the results here are somewhat more restrictive than
theones in Hansen 8t Jagannathan (199?) is that we will always consider valid
atochastic discount factors M(v)itl that have the same expectation as the
pro7cy y~tt, i.e., v- E[yi~,]. This may be considered as restrictive, since this
assumption in fact requires that the prmry essigns the correct price to the
risk free payoff, if it exists. Once more, given that the interest here is in the
relation with mean-variance intersection in the absence of a risk free asset,
and given that we always defined intersection for a known value of v, this is
not restrictive for our purposes.
The problem addressed in Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997) is to derive a
lower bound b on the distance between y~t1 and the set ofstochastic discount
factors that price Rift oorrectly, which we denote as J~t:
b- min II yett - Ma(v)ctt ~~ ~ (69)
{MR(v)~f7 E!N}
where ~~ xett II - E[~ tt]t~z~ ~ause yit~ and MR(v)cti have the same
expectation, the distance between y~tt and MR(v)~}t in (69) is equal to the
standard deviation of yttt - MR(v)ctl, i.e., ~~ yitt - MR(v)cft ~~ - a(ycft -
MR(v)itl). We will denote the stochastic discount factor that solves (69) by
mR(v)itt. Thus, mR(v)itt is the stochastic discount factor that prices R~tl
correctly and that ia closest to y~tt in a least squares sense.
36To solve the problem in (69), consider the lesst squares projections of
yctl and MR(v)ttl on Rttl and a oonstant:
yctl - Proj(yttllliRctl)-v~((v)'(Rttl-{~R)i
yetl - TJ~ctl f uttl,
and
(70)
mR(v)ttl - ProJ(MR(v)ttl I lr Rttl) - v f CY(tJ)'(Rttl -{~R)~ (71)
MR(v)ttl - rnR(v)ttl f Tyttli
where mR(v)ctl is the minimum variance atochastic discount factor derived
in Section 2.1, and o(v) is defined in (5).The projection coefficients in (70)
are given by E~ER~, with ERI, the K x 1-vector of covariances between Rttl
and yttl. Noting that ~~ yttl - MR(v)ttl ~~ ~- Var(yttl - Me(v)ctl], it easily
follows that
Var[yttl - MR(~~)t ~ 1] - Var[Ut ~ 1- mR(v)ctl] ~ Var[Tkfl - wt~l]
1 Var[bctl - mR(v)ttl].
Because yttl - mR(v)etl - yetl -(mR(v)ctl f uctl) ~d uttl is orthogonal
to Rctl, this lower bound on the variance of yttl - MR(v)ttl is attainable
for the stochastic discount factor
mR(v)ttl - mR(v)ttl f ~ttl,
and we have that
(72)
6~ - Var(yttl - mR(v)ttl]. (~)
A more detailed characterization of m`R(v)ttl and 6 will be given irl the fol-
lowing section. For this moment, note that subtracting the variable yttl -
mR(v)ttl from the proacy yctl yields a valid stochastic disoount factor. There-
fore, as noted by Hansen Bt Jagannathan (1997), yttl - mR(v)ttl is the
srnallest adjustment in a least squares sense that is necessery to make yttl a
valid stochastic discount factor, and ó is a measure of the magnitude of this
adjustment.
Hansen 8t Jagannathan also show that ó can be interpreted as a ma~àmum
pricing error. In order to do so, let w denote a position in Rttl that does
not neoessarily satisfy the requirement w'tK - 1, i.e., w is in general not a
37portfolio. Denote the payoff of such a position as R(~)ctl -~'Rcti and note
that the correct price of such a position is
E~~~t1Ma(v)[ - ~(R(~)et1) - ~.itK,
whereas the price assigned by the pro~cy yt~l is ~(R(m)ctl). The pricing
error ofthe prcocy yctl is therefore ~r"(R(~)ttl) -~r(R(w)cti), and Hansen 8c
Jagannathan show that b provides an uppea bound on the absolute value of
this pricing error, for positions that have a unit norm:
ó - max ~ na(R(w)eti) - ~(R(~)cti) [ .
R(W)eti,IlR(~)eti II -~
Thus, by looking at a particular class of positions, i.e., positions with a unit
norm, ë can be interpreted as the maximum pricing error assigned by the
praocy to the payoffs of those unit norm pceitions.
A more intuitive interpretation can be given if we consider errors in ex-
pected payoffs, or expected returns, rather than pricing errors. Recall that a
valid stochastic discount factor assigns the correct expected return to a one-
dollar investment in portfolio wp (for which, by definition, w~c - 1) which,
using equation (3), can be written as
P 1 Cov[Me(v)ctl, Riti~ E[Rcti) - v - v ~
i.e., as one over the expectation of the pricing kernel, which e~uals the risk
fiee rate if it exists, plus a risk term which is determined by the covari-
ance of the portfolio return and the pricing kernel. Observe that use of the
preocy, that also has expectation v, would give an approximate expected re-
turn E"[R~fc~ for a one-dollar investment in wD that in general differs from
E[Rit~~, because the covariance of the preocy with the portfolio return will
be different from the covariance ofa valid stochastic discount factor with the
portfolio return, i.e.:
1 Cov[yeti,Rcti~
Ea[~cfi[ - v - v ~
Fl~om these relations we define the expected return error
E'[~eti[ - E[~eti[ -
Cov[Me(v)cty - yeti, ~cti[ (74)
38for which the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
~ E`[~tt~] - E[~tt,] I s a(yttt - Me(v)ef,)o(~tt)
v
Since this inequality holds for all valid atochastic discount factors MR(v)i~i,
it also holds for the stochastic discount factor that aolves (69), iraR(v)i}i,
implying
~ E'[~iti] - E[~eti] ~ C áo(Réfi)
v
Since for a given value of v, the Sharpe ratio is defined as Sh(R~tl) -
(E[1~~~]- l~v)~o(lí~~l) , and the apprciximate Sharpe ratio, i.e., the Sharpe
ratio according to the Prcocy ye~l, as Sh"(R~ti) - (E'[Rp ctt] - l~v)~Q(Ret~),
this can be rewritten as
~ Sha(~ef~) - Sh(~sf~) ~ C v. (75)
Thus, using errors in expected rEturna rathPr than ertors in assi~ed prioea,
the specification error bound 6 scaled by the expectation of the pr~y has
a very clear interpretation in terms of Sharpe ratios. Fas any portfolio wP
formed from the assets in Ri~i, the absolute difference between the apprcac-
imate Sharpe ratio assigned to the portfolio returns by y~tl and the actual
Sharpe ratio of the portfolio can never exceed the scaled specification error
bound á~v. This interpretation is also somewhat easier than the one given
for the expected payoff error in Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997), where they
focus on the maximum error in expected payoffs for positions ~ with unit
etandard deviation.
6.2 The relation between speciflcation error bounds
and intersection
The purpase of this section is to shaw that there is a cloee relation between
intersection and a apecial case of the specification error bounds. In par-
ticular, if the interest is in stochastic discount factors that price the returns
(Ri~l,ri}1) correctly and we choose fas the prcocy yiti the minimum variance
stochastic discount factor besed on the subset 14iti, mR(v)~f~, the specifica-
tion error bound can simply be expressed as a deviation from intersection,
as was the case with the perfosmance measurea discussed in Section 5. To
39show this, let us first give a more precise characterization of in(v)ttl and á
than given in (72) and (73).
Recall that mR(v)ttl is given by mR(v)ttl futtl, where v2}1 - yttl -~J'ttl.
Using (71) and (70), this implies for mR(v)ctl:
mR(v)ttl - iJ f [Y(V)'(Rttl - itR) } yttl - iV ~ ~(v)~(Rttl - ~R)f
- yttl f (a(v) - C(v))~(Rttl - IrR)
- tJttl } i(tK - vltR) - ~RV)~~RR(Rttl - itR), (76)
and for b~:
a~ - l(~K - VFtft) - ~RY~~~RRL(tK - V~R) - ~RV~- (TT)
For further reference it is useful to define the vector tc(v) as
k(v) - a(v) - C(v) - ~RRI(~K - UFtR) - ~RYf ~ (78)
Notice that the ezpressions for tc(v) and b~ given here differ slightly from the
ones given in Hansen 8t Jagannathan (1997) because we explicitly included
a oonstant in the pmjections of M(v)ttl and ytti on Rttl.
The expressions for mR(v)ttl and 6~ in (76) and (77) provide a basis to
relate the specification error bounds to intersection. In case of intersection
the interest is in stochastic discount factors that price both Rttl and rttl,
i.e., in M(v)ttl. Therefore, in the expressions (76) and (77) we should leave
out all the R-subscripts, repleoe Rttl with the vector (Ritl ~tl)', and note
that all vectors and matrioes have dimension K-}- N rather than K. As
before, with intersection we want to know if the minimum variance stochastic
disoount factor besed on Rttl only, mR(v)ttl can be used to price both Rttl
and rttl. In terms of specification errors this means that we want to use
mR(v)ttl as a proocy yttl for the stochastic discount factors M(v)ttl. Also,
in the spirit of the previous section, when using mR(v)ttl as a prcixy, we
reoognize beforehand that mR(v)ttl will not assign the correct prices to rttl,
but the interest is in the extent to which the assigned prices are wrong, i.e.,
the eutent to which there are deviations from inte~section, as measured by 6.
Recall that the prmcy yttl - mR(v):tl is now given by
yttl - mR(v)ttl - v~- aR(v)~(Retl - IrR),
~R(v) - ~RR(LK - v{LR).
40Substituting these expressions into (76) and (77), properly adjusted for the
fact that the interest is now in atochastic discount factors that price both
Rit~ and ritl, straightforward algiebra showa that
ó~ - i(LN - Vilr) - ~rR~RR(LK - v{LR))'~n~l(~N -Vi~r) - ~rR~RR(6K - 11ftR)f
- v~~~(llv)'E~s'oi(l~v), (~)
or
6 - {9(lIv)' - BR(lIL)~}'~~, v
where E~~ is the covariance matrix of the re~iduels et~l from a regression of
r~t~ on R~~~ and a conatant. Also, the stochastic discount factor closest to
ytt~ is now given by
~(v)ef1 - mR(v)~ti f va~(l~v)'Esu1Eeti - m(v)et1. (~)
Thus, if we want to use the stochastic discount factor that is on the wlatil-
ity b~und af Ritl, as a prcncy stoehastic discount factor for the larger set
(R~ti,ritl), then the valid disoount factor that ia cloaeat to mR(v)t}1 is the
disoount factor with the same expectation v that is on the volatility bound of
(Riti,ritl). Therefoa~e, ó is the least aquarea distance between two stochas-
tic discount factors that are on the wlatility bounda of (R~t~,rit~) and its
aubset R~tl respectively, and is a straightforward measure of the deviation
from interaection, which shawa the cloee relation between this special caee of
the specification error bound and interaection. This relationahip also follows
fi.om (79), which shows that ó ia directly related the change in the maximum
aquared Sharpe ratioa that can be attained with Rit~ and (Ritl, rctl) respec-
tively. It also followa that 6 meesurea the difference between the variances of
the two minimum variance kernels: 6- Vnr(m(v)~tl] - Vnr[mR(v)itl].
An estimate of 6~ can easily be obtained from the sample equivalent of
(77), which we will denote by á~. If the interest ia in whether or not there is
intersection, then we want to know whether a~r not ó- 0, and this hypotheais
can easily be teated as outlined in Section 3. I~om the expreasion in (79) and
the discussion in previous sections, it follawa that under the null hypotheais
that ó - 0,
b~
Tv~(1 f - BR ~ (~ ~ XN. (81)
41In case of specification errors however, the interest is in the case where á is
strictly positive rather than zero. For that case the limiting distribution of
ó is derived in Hansen, Heaton, 8s Luttmer (1995).
Once we concede that yi~l - mR(v)eti is not a valid stochastic discount
factor for (R~tl,rifl), we want to have a measure of the difference between
mR(v)~fi and the valid stochastic discount factor that is closest to it, m(v)~}1.
The specification error bound á is one such measure, allowing us to make
statementa about how good or how bad the prmcy performs. The fact that
á~ is equal to the change in maximum Sharpe ratios, makes the measure
á also useful in terms of the optimal portfolio choice for a mean-variance
investor. Racall that a mean-vatiance investor that initially only invests in
Reti ~~P~ his Sharpe ratio from BR(l~v) to B(l~v) by including r~tl in
hie portfolio. Given that there is no intersection between the mean-variance
frontiers of R~~i and (Rt~i,ri~l), á provides an estimate for the potential
increaqe in Sharpe ratios. Notice though that such an estimate can also be
derived directly from the Wald test-statistic for intersection.
7 Applications
In this section we will diacuss some applications of the theoretical frame-
work outlined in the previous sections to some problems that have recently
reoeived a lot of attention in the finance literature. These problems concern
the divpssification benefits of international investments and the efficiency of
currency hedging, the diversification benefits of emerging marlcets, and the
threo-factor model that has recently been proposed by Fama 8c French (1996)
to explain some well-lmown CAPM-anomalies. Because these problems are
merely meant as an illustration we will not give a complete treatment of
them, but only ahow how they relate to the concepts discussed in this paper.
The applications that we discuss also show that understanding the relations
between test-statistics for intersection and spanning, performance measures,
efficient po~rtfolio weights, and the coefficients in the spanning regression (20),
can yield useful reinterpretations of many results that have been reported in
the literature.
427.1 International diversification
It has often been argued that because oorrelations between stock returns are
much lower between oountries than within countries, there may be diversifi-
cation benefits from investing in international stocks as opposed to domestic
stocks only (see, e.g., Solnik (1991)). DeSantis (1995) analyses benefita from
international diversification using a comprehensive dataset, that consists of
monthly observations of the MSCI Indices over the period July 1973 until
December 1992. DeSantis investigates whether it is useful for a US-investor
to invest in Europe (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, F~ance, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom),
in Pacific Basin countries (Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore) and
in Canada. The risk fiee rate is taken to be equal to 0.6201o per month, which
is derived from the expectation of the kernel that is on the minimum of the
volatility bound for the US only. The empirical results of DeSantis (1995)
are for the null-hypothesis that the mean-vatiance frontier (volatility bound)
of the US intersects the mean-variance írontier (volatility bound) of the US
plus the set of European countries, the Pacific Basin countries, or a Global
set (Europe t Pacific Basin -~ Canada). DeSantis reports the increa9e in the
volatility bound, i.e., in a(m(v)~tl). However, from Equations (7) and (55)
it can easily be seen that
Var[m(v~~~)~ - v~B(l~v)~.
Thus, because of the duality between volatility bounds and mean-variance
frontiers it is straightforward to obtain the incae.ase in the Sharpe ratios from
the reaults in DeSantis (1995). The tests used by DeSantis to analyze whether
the ahifts in the volatility bounds (mean-variance frontiers) are statistically
significant are based on the GMM-test for ovetidentifying restrictions de-
scribed at the end of Section 3.4. Because the reported Sharpe ratio for the
US only is 0.089, it is also poesible to derive the Wald teat-atatistic for in-
tersection as in (66) ímm these results. The r~ults reported by DeSantis,
as well as the derivecí reaulta in terms of Sharpe ratioe and the Wald test for
intersection, are reported in Table 1. These results are based on unhedged
US-dollar besed returns.
First of all, notice that because v ia close to one, the reported change in
the volatility bound (Obound) is close to the increase in the Sharpe ratio
(OSharpe). From an economic point of view, the reported changes in the
Sharpe ratioe are quite large, suggesting that there are large diveraification
43Table 1: Intersection tests for international diversifaction
The table presents intersection teats for international stock portfolios as reported
by DeSantis (1995) as well as the implied changes in Sharpe ratios. The MSCI In-
dex for the US is the benchmark. Europe - Austris, Belgium, Denmark, F~ance,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom; Pacific Basin - Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore;
Global - Europe f Pacific Basin f Canada. Results are based on monthly un-
hedged US~ollar based returns for the period from July 1973 until December
1992. The intersection tests are based on v- 1.0062. Obound is the change in
the volatility of the minimum variance kernel with expectation v; OSharpe is the
change in the (maximum) Sharpe ratio for ~- l~v.
Obound OSharpe p-value (GMM) Wald p-value (Wald)
Europe 0.103 0.103 (0.897) 6.74 (0.875)
Pacific Basin 0.048 0.048 (0.744) 2.51 (0.643)
Global 0.135 0.135 (0.934) 9.85 (0.910)
benefits possible from international investments. However, the p-values as-
sociated with both the GMM-based tests and the Wald tests show that the
increase in the Sharpe ratios are not statistically significa.nt. Notice that in
case of Europe for instance, the increase in the Sharpe ratio by 0.103 is ob-
tained after adding 12 countries. Therefore, both the Wald test-statistic and
the GMM test-statistic are asymptotica.lly XZa-distributed under the null-
hypothesis of intersection. With a sample size of 234 observations, the ob-
served increase in Sharpe ratios is not sufficient to reject the hypothesis of
spanning with this number of degrees of freedom.
Similar results can also be derived from Glen 8c Jorion (1993), who use
monthly unhedged US-dollar based returns on the MSCI Indices in excess
of the US T-Bill rate for the period January 1974 until December 1990.
Although the main interest in Glen 8t Jorion (1993) is on the benefits of
hedging the currency e.xposure of international stock and bond portfolios,
from their results we can also derive some conclusions about the benefits
of international diversification. For instance, from their summary statistics
it follows that the (monthly) Sharpe ratio of US stocks is 0.079 for their
sample period. When adding the MSCI Indices for the other G5 countries,
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and F~ance, the maximum attainable
Sharpe ratio increases to 0.166. Since there are 204 observations, using (66),
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The p-value associated with this test is 0.363, implying that the increase in
Sharpe ratios from 0.079 to 0.166 is again not statistically significant. This
is also the case when both stocks and bonds from all countries are considered
together. A mean-variance efficient portfolio of stocks and bonds from these
five countries yields a Sharpe ratio of 0.184. If the null-hypothesis is that
all these 10 securities are spanned by the MSCI Index for US stoclcs (plus
T-Bills) only, then the Wald test-statistic is equal 5.61. Given that there
are 9 securities added to the portfolio, the Wald test-statistic is asymptot-
ically Xy-distributed. The p-value for the test-statistic of 5.61 is therefore
0.778, showing that even when both domestic and international stock and
bond portfolios are added to the US stock-index, there is no (atatistically)
significant increase in the Sharpe ratio.
All these results are based on unhedged US-dollar beaed returns. As
noted, in Glen 8t Jorion (1993) the interest is in the benefits of hedging
currency risk associated with foreign investments. They show that there
are significant diversification benefits, both statistically and economically,
from including forward contracts in a portfolio of international bonds, or
stocks and bonds, but not in a portfolio of international stocks only. For
instance, for a US-investor that initially invests in the stocks and bonds
of the five countries mentioned earlier, including forward contracta on the
four currencies (German Mark, Japanese Yen, British Pound, and French
Franc) causes an increa.se in the Sharpe ratio from 0.184 to 0.299. Thus, the
null-hypothesis is that the mean-variance frontier of the 10 stoclc and bond
indices intersects (spans) the mean-variance frontier of these same indices
plus four currency forward contracts, when the risk free rate is eyual to the
one month US T-Bill rate. Fhom the reported Sharpe ratias, the Wald test-
statistic for this null-hypothesis 10.96 with a~value of 0.027. In DeRoon,
Nijman 8a Werker (1998b) it is shown how forward contracts can be included
directly in the regression framework for testing for mean-variance spanning
and intersection and how we can test whether or not hedging is beneficial for
fixed portfolios rather than the portfolios considered by Glen 8t Jorion, where
the optimal bond, stock and forward pasitíons are chosen simultaneously.
Notice though, that Glen 8c Jorion (1993) assume that the investor will in
any case choose his portfolio from the atocks and bonds of all these five coun-
45tries. We already saw above that we can not reject the null hypothesis that
the mean-variance frontier of the MSCI Index for [?S stocks intersects (spans)
the mean-variance frontier of the stoclcs and bonds of all five countries. This
suggests that the diversification benefits of the forward contracts may be
much larger than the diversification benefits of the international stocks and
bonds. It is therefore natural to ask if the US-investor can benefit from
adding international stocks and bonds as well as the currency forwards to his
portfolio of US stocks only. In other words, can we reject the null-hypothesis
that the frontier of the MSCI Index for US stocks intersects (spans) the
frontier of the stoclcs and bonds of all five countries plus the four forward
contracts? This would induce an increase in the Sharpe ratio from 0.079
to 0.299, which is significant in eccinomic terms. However, notice that this
increase is obtained by adding 13 securities to the MSCI Index for the US.
The Wald test-statistic for intersection of 16.87 is therefore asymptotically
Xia-distributed, implying a p-value of 0.205. Therefore, this latter hypothesis
can not be rejected.
Summarizing, although it is often claimed that international diversifi-
cation leads to more efFicient investment portfolios, based on the evidence
reported in DeSantis (1995) and Glen 8t Jorion (1993) we can not reject
the hypothesis that the mean-varia.nce frontier of the MSCI Index of the
US intersects the mean-variance frontier of this same index plus a number
international stock and bond portfolios and forward contracts.
In economic terms, the increase in the Sharpe ratio that may be obtained
from international diversification as reported by DeSantis (1995) and Glen 8c
Jorion (1993) is often impressive. Given the number of observations in these
studies a.nd the number of securities that is added to the portfolio, these
increases are not statistically significant however. On the other hand, for
an investor who has invested in a portfolio of unhedged international stocks
and bonds, adding forward contracts to hedge his currency exposure yields
an increase in the Sharpe ratio that is both economically and statistically
significant. Also, although not reported here, DeSantis (1995) shows that the
hypothesis of intersection can be rejected when including managed portfolios,
i.e., when incorporating conditional information (the lagged return on the
World portfolio, the lagged dividend yield on the World portfolio and the
term premium in the US bond market). Similarly, Glen ~ Jorion (1993)
show that the benefits from currency hedging are much more profound when
the hedging strategy is conditional on the forward premium (i.e., the interest
differential between two countries).
467.2 Emerging markets
The results in the previous section showed that the benefits of international
diversification to a US-investor, although often impressive in economic terms,
are usually not statistically significant. However, in the studies of DeSan-
tis (1995) and Glen 8c Jorion (1993) the focus is on portfolios consisting of
investments in the US as well as a number of other well-developed equity
markets, such as the German, Japanese and UK markets. The past twenty
yeats have witnessed the emergence of many new equity markets in Europe,
Latin America, Asia, the Mideast and Africa that offer new investment op-
portunities to investors. These emerging markets have been characterized by
both high average returns and high volatility, but low correlations with eq-
uity returns in the developed marketa. Therefore, although these emerging
markets in themselves appear to provide risky investments, they may also
provide substantial diversification benefits to US-investors.
For instance, Harvey (1995) reports an annualized average return of 20.36~0
for the Composite Index for emerging markets of the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) over the period F~bruary 1985 until June 1992. The
annualized standard deviation of this index is 24.70010. For the peaiod Feb-
ruary 1976 until June 1992 the average return on the MSCI World Index
was 13.91~10, and the standard deviation 14.36q. Moreover, the annualized
average return for the individual emerging markets over the period February
1976 until June 1992 is in the range between 9.43QI' o (Greece) and 71.79q
(Argentina). The standard deviationa during this period are in the range
between 25.67010 (Thailand) and 105.O6~o (Argentina). These statistics are
all besed on US dollar-based returns and show that the emerging markets
are indeed characterized by high average returns and high volatility. As with
respect to correlations, Harvey (1995) reports that the average csoss coun-
try correlation in 18 developed markets is 0.41, whereas the average croes
country correlation in 20 emerging markets is only 0.12. Furthermore, the
average correlation between emerging markets and developed markets is 0.14,
suggesting that there may be latge diversification benefits from investing in
emerging markets. This is confirmed by a comparison of the mean-variance
frontiers of 18 developed countries and of 18 developed countries and 18
emerging markets, as presented in Harvey (1995). For the developed coun-
tries only, the global minimum-variance portfolio has a standard deviation of
13~0. Adding the 18 emerging markets results in a global minimum-variance
portfolio with a standard deviation of only 7qo
47Recall from Equation (67) in Section 5.3 that the Wald test-statistic for
spanning can be decomposed into a part that is determined by the change in
the global minimum vaziance and a part that is determined by the slope of
the asymptotes along the frontier. These terms are always nonnegative and
additive, so a lower bound for the Wald test-statistic for spanning can be
derived by calculating the part in (67) that depends on the global minimum
variances. Given that the frontiers are calculated using a time series of 7~
observations, the lower bound on the test-statistic is
ox ( x
~wn ~ T ~~~ó~x - 1~ - 75 (
0.07x - 1 - 183.7.
The ~value associated`with a Xx with 36`degrces of freedom (18 emerging
markets) is 0.000, implying that the hypothesis of spanning can easily be
rejected. Harvey (1995) similarly rejects the null hypothesis that there is
intersection at some point for the two frontiers at any conventional signifi-
cance level. Therefore, unlike the developed markets, the emerging markets
appear to offer diversification benefits to US-investors that are economically
and statistically significant.
These results are further corroborated by testing a one-factor model where
the cross-section of expected returns on the emerging markets is explained by
their covariation with the world portfolio. Specifically, Harvey tests whether
the intercepts in the regressions
ri,cti - Ri~ - ai ~- ,~.(Rifi~ - Rc~) -~ et,cti (82)
are equal to zero for all i. Here r; ct~ is the return on emerging market i,
I~t~~ is the return on the MSCI World Index, and Rc~ is the return on a
30-days Eurodollar deposit. Harvey motivates the use of (82) as a test of
the World CAPM, which implies that a; - 0 for each emerging mazket i.
F~om the results in Section5 it is clear that a; is the Jensen measure for
emerging market i relative to the world portfolio. The test whether or not
a; - 0 is also a test whether there is intersection with the world portfolio
as the benchmark asset and the zero beta rate equal to the risk free rate.
Thus, instead of motivating (82) by the World CAPM and testing whether
stock returns in emerging markets can be explained by their covaziation with
the world portfolio, (82) can aLso be motivated by the question whether an
investor that initially holds the MSCI World Index (plus the risk free asset)
can improve his efficient set by additional investments in emerging markets.
48For the individual emerging markets, the estimated annualized intercepts
are in the range between -16.65oI'o (Indonesia) and 63.42010 (Argentina) and
5 out of 20 intercepts are significantly different from zero (Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Pakistan and Philippines). Similar results ate reported for a sam-
ple period that ends in June 1996 in DeR,oon, Nijman 8t Werker (1998a).
The regression estimates as reported by Harvey (1995) can be used to obtain
information about the attainable Sharpe ratios and the new optimal portfo-
lio weights for the essets considered. This will be illustrated in detail in the
next Section for the Fama 8c French three-factor model. A joint test whether
the intercepts of all 18 emerging markets ate zero is rejected at any conven-
tional significance level (the pvalue is 0.001). Thus the hypothesis that the
MSCI World Index spans the 18 emerging markets is convincingly rejected,
implying that there are significant diversification benefits to an investor that
initially only holds the world portfolio and that the World CAPM can not
explain the cross section of emerging market returns.
Harvey (1995) also tests whether the intercepts in a two-factor model are
equal to zero, i.e., whether in the regression
r:,~ti -'~t' -~: f N1,:("tti~ -'~t') f QZ,:('~tfi - j~t') f E.,~f~i (~)
a; - O.di. Here R~tX is the return on a trade-weighted portfolio of Eurocur-
rency deposits in 10 countries. The regression in (83) is motivated by the
international asset pricing model of Adlea 8a Dumas (1983). The estimated
(annualized) intercepts for this model are in the range between -12.97~0 (In-
donesia) and 64.06P1o (Argentina). Again, 5 out of the 20 intercepts are sig-
nificantly different from zero (Arg~entina, Chile, Colombia, Philippines and
Taiwan) and the pvalue associated with a test for the hypothesis that the
intercepts of all 18 emerging markets are zero is 0.001. Thus, the model of
Adler 8t Dumas can not explain the cross section of emerging market re-
turns either and US-investors that initially hold the world po~rtfolio plus a
trade-weighted portfolio of Eurocurrency deposits can extend their ef6cient
set significantly by investing in the emerging markets.
Similar conclusions about the diversification benefits ofemerging markets
are reported by DeSantis (1994) for instance. ALso, Errunza, Hogan 8e Hung
(1998) study portfolios constructed from US-traded securitiea that mimick
emerging markets indices, but their spanning tests show that direct invest-
ments in the emerging markets yield diversification benefits beyond the US-
traded securities. As noted by Bekaert 8t Urias (1996) however, a drawbaclc
49of many studies on the diversification benefits of emerging markets is that
the IFC Global Indices that are used in studies on emerging markets ignore
the high transaction costs, low liquidity and investment constraints associ-
ated with emerging markets. Therefore, the diversification benefits suggested
by these studies may not be attainable in real life. Bekaert Bt Urias try to
overcome this problem by using the returns on emerging market closed-end
country funds. Since these country funds are traded in the US-market itself
for instance, they provide an indirect investment opportunity in emerging
markets that is attainable to US-investors. Based on emerging market coun-
try funds in the US and the UK, Bekaert 8t Urias (1996) find only mixed
evidence for the diversification benefits of emerging markets. This suggests
that market frictions such as transaction costs and short sales constraints in
the emerging markets may indeed prevent investors from realizing the diver-
sification benefits of emerging markets. DeRoon, Nijman 8c Werker (1998a)
study the effect of short sales constraints and transaction costs on tests for
spanning and intersection in more detail and analyze the consequences of
such matket frictions for direct investments in emerging markets.
7.3 The Fama-French three-factor asset pricing model
In a recent paper Fama 8a French (1996) propase a three-factor model to ex-
plain cross-sectional variations in asset returns. It is well known that the sta-
tic CAPM can not explain many patterns in stock returns that are related to
size, book-to-market equity (BE~ME), cash fiow~price (C~P), earnings~price
(E~P), and past sales growth. ALso, stocks with low returns in the long-term
(five year) past appear to have high expected future returns and stocks that
have had a high return in last year also have high expected future returns
(momentum), findings that can not be explained by the static CAYM.
To illustrate these kinds of effects, Fama 8t Fl~ench (1996) sort the NYSE,
AMEX and Nasdaq stocks based on, e.g., their E~P ratio at the end of June
of each year. These stocks are then allocated to ten portfolios, based on the
decile breakpoints for E~P ratio's. For each of these ten portfolios monthly
returns (equal weighted or value weighted) are calculated from July until the
next June. This procedure is repeated for each year from July 1963 untIl
December 1993. In a similar way, portfolios are formed based on BE~ME
deciles, C~P deciles etc. For some variables also double sort portfolios are
constructed. For instance, when sorting on BE~ME and (past) Sales, Fama
Bc F~ench sort the stocks independently on the basis of three BE~ME groups
50and three Sales groups, resulting in a total of 9 portfolios.
Denote the return on a portfolio as r;.~t~. Given a risk fi~ee rate R{ and
the return on the market portfolio, f~`tl, the CAPM implies that in the
regression
rt,eti - R~~ - a~ f a.(~ti - Re~) f E;,eti (~)
a; - 0, Vi. Notice that a; is simply the classical Jensen measure. In other
words, according to the CAPM the market portfolio and the risk free asset
span all assets or portfolios i, as outlined in Section 3. Thus, with a risk
free asset available (which in Fama 8t F)-ench (1996) is the one-month T-Bill
rate), a test for the validity of the CAPM is simply a test whether the market
portfolio intersects (spans) all other assets or portfolios in the economy. For
each set of portfolias (i.e., based on a particular sort), Table 2 presents the
average absolute intercept of the regression in (84) as well as the Gibbons-
RASS-Shanken (GRS) test for zeso-intercepts in (84). As noted in Section5.3,
the GRS-test is the small-sample version of the test in (66).
Table 2: Summary of intercepts and of spanning tests based on the CAPM.
The reaults in the table are taken from Table IX in Fama 8s FY~ench (1996). Average
absolute intercepts, intersection tests, changes in Sharpe ratios, and specification
error bounds are shown when aorted portfolios are added to the market portfolio.
Portfolios are sorted on size and book-to-market equity (double sort), earnings-
price, past sales growth, cash flow~price and past sales growth (double sort), long-
term paet returns, which are from 60-13 montha before formation, and short-term
past returna, which are from 12-2 months before formation.
Portfolio Avg.(~a;~) GRS p(GRS) OSharpe 6~v
Sizef9BE~ME 0.286 2.76 (0.000) 0.362 0.453
E,P 0.260 2.85 (0.002) 0.201 0.285
Sales 0.256 2.51 (0.006) 0.184 0.267
C~PfiSales 0.268 2.93 (0.002) 0.190 0.274
returns(-60,-13) 0.268 2.51 (0.006) 0.184 0.267
returns(-12,-2) 0.337 5.13 (0.000) 0.293 0.382
The 10 E~P sorted portfolios produce an average (absolute) intercept of
0.260. The GRS-test, which is calculated as
GRS - T- N- K 8(R;~)2 - BR(Re~)Z (~`)
N 1 f BR(R{)z '
51and which is (under the null-hypothesis of spanning and if all asset returns
are jointly normally distributed and i.i.d.) FT-x-x,x-distributed, is equal to
2.85 for the E~P-based portfolios. The summary statistics in Fama 8t F;'ench
(1996) imply that the Sharpe ratio of the market portfolio is BR(RÉ)- 0.102.
Since there is only one benchmark asset (the market portfolio), we have
K- 1, and for the E~P-portfolios we have N- 10. Given that the sample
size is 366, it follows that investing in the ten E~P-based portfolios besides
the market portfolio, causes an increase in the maximum attainable Sharpe
ratio from 0.102 to 0.302, which is not only significant in statistical terms,
but also in economic terms. Similar results are also reported for the other
sorts in Table 2.
The resulta in Table 2 illustrate some well-known CAPM-anomalies: em-
pirical regularities in stock returns that can not be explained by the static
CAPM. Fama 8c French (1996) claim that most of these anomalies are cap-
tured by their threo-factor model, which states that the expected excess
return on portfolio á is
E[r~.eti - Re~] - Q;`E[~i- Ri]-} Q:E[Ritia]
} ohE( pHML],
(~)
where Rmtl and R~~ are defined as before, RiMB is thNei dl iff`Letrence between
a return on a portfolio of smaU stocks and the return on a portfolio of big
stocks, and where R~HML is the difference between the return on a portfolio
of high book-to-market stoclcs and the return on a portfolio of low book-
to-market stocks. The small, big, high book-to-market and low book-to-
marloet portfolios are created in a similar way as the portfolios described
above. According to (86) expected stock returns are not only explained by the
covariance of stock returns with the market ((3;`) as the CAPM predicts, but
also by their covariation with R~SMB and RHML. The loading on E[RrMe],
~i;, captures the well known size-effect. Small firms have average returns that
can not be captured by the market return (see, e.g., Huberman 8c Kandel
(1987)). Fama 8t French (1996) interpret Q;'E[RtHML] as a premium for
relative distress of a firm. They claim that weak firms tend to have high
BE~ME ratios and positive slope coefficients Q;. Because E[R~HML] ~ 0,
firms in distress will have higher expected returns.
Notice that RiSiNe and RrHMG are zero-investment positions. However, if
these paeitions are combined with an investment in the risk free asset, then
portfolios are created with return RiMB-FR{ and RHML-~R~f respectively. We
will refer to these portfolios as the SMB-portfolio and the HML-portfolio.
52~snle ~d ~x,yt cen therefore be interpreted as the excess returns on these
portfolios. From Section3 it follows that Equation (86) implies that the mean-
variance frontier of the market portfolio and the SMB and HML-portfolios
intersects (spans) the mean-variance frontier of these same portfolios plus all
other portfolios, for a known risk free rate R{. Therefore, the model in (86)
can be tested by testing whether in the regression
r:,cti - Rt~ - a, f~`(Reti - Re~) -f-~ii.etSÁIB } qltRxML } Ei,tfli (87)
a; - 0,dti. Notice again that a; is the generalizedrJensen measure for the
Fama 8z F~ench thre~factor model. Because Fama 8t ~ench (1996) also
present the GRS-tests based on (87), we can construct a table similar to Ta-
ble 2.6 for the three-factor model as well. F~om the summary statistics the
maximum Sharpe ratio for the market portfolio and the SMB and HML-
portfolios can be calculated, which is 0.261. Since there are now three bench-
mark portfolios, K- 3. Using the reported GRS test-statistics in Fama 8L
F;'ench ( 1996) it is then straightforward to calculate the increase in the max-
ímum Sharpe ratios that may result from adding the port,fnling has~xl nn the
sorts in Table 2. These calculations are reported in Table 3.
The increa.ses in the Sharpe ratios in Table 3 are much smaller than
in Table 2. For instance, adding portfolios based on an E~P-sort to the
market portfolio only, yields an increase in the Sharpe ratio of 0.201 in Table
2. Starting from the market portfolio and the SMB and HM~portfolios,
adding the E~P-based portfolios yields an increase in the Sharpe ratio ofonly
0.045. Also, as the GRS-test shows, this latter increase is not statistically
significant.
Fhom the discussion in Section 6.2, recall that the specification error
bound introduced by Hansen 8i Jagannathan (1997) is a function of the
Sharpe ratios and the expectation ofthe kernel, v: á - v(8(l~v)a-BR(l~v)2) ~.
The value of á~v is reported in the last columns of Table 2 and 3. Notice
that v is not reported by Fama 8c F~ench (1996), but v will be ckise to one,
so á a á~v. Except for the last rows of Table 2 and 3, which will be discussed
in detail below, notice that the specification error bounds are much smaller
in Table 3 than in Table 2. The reported bounds in Table 2 are mostly of
the same size as the bounds reported for the market model by Hansen 8a
Jagannathan (1997), which are apprcaunately 0.29. Thus, the specification
error bounds confirm that the three-factor model shows less misspecification
than the CAPM, although the bounds in Table 3 are still rather large. For
53Table 3: Summary of intercepts and of spanning tests based on the Fama-
F`rench thre~factor model.
The reaults in the table are taken from Table IX in Fama 8t French (1996). Average
absolute intercepta, intersection tests, changes in Sharpe ratios, and specification
error bounds are ehown when aorted portfolios are added to the three factor port-
folioe of Fama 8a F~ench (1996) (market, SMB, and HML). Portfolioe are sorted on
Size and book-to-market equity (double sort), earnings-price, past sales growth,
cash flow~price and past sales gmwth (double sort), long-term past returns, which
are from 60-13 months before formation, and short-term past returns, which are
r.....,, ~ ~-~ .,,.,nrl,a hof:,w fr~rmation
Portfolio Avg.(~a;~) GRS p(GRS) ~Sharpe á~v
SizefiBE~ME 0.093 1.97 (0.004) 0.212 0.395
E~P 0.051 0.84 (0.592) 0.045 0.159
Sales 0.053 0.87 (0.563) 0.046 0.162
C~PflSnlea 0.062 1.04 (0.405) 0.049 0.168
returna(-60,-13) 0.092 1.29 (0.235) 0.066 0.198
r~eturns(-1~,-2) 0.331 4.46 (0.000) 0.190 0.367
instance, the bound derived from the P~E-based portfolios in table is 0.159,
implying that in constructing portfolios from the three benchmark assets and
the ten P~E-based portfolios, the three-factor model may imply a Sharpe ra-
tio that is as far off as 0.159. Unfortunately, the results in Fama 8t French
(1996) do not allow us to make an estimate of the standard error associated
with this bound.
Although the results in Table 2 and 3 show that the three-factor model is
much better able to explain expected stock returns than the static CAPM,
there ia still some evidence left against the three-factor model. First, the
double-sorted portfolios on Size and BE~ME give an increase in the Sharpe
ratio of 0.212 that ia both economically and atatistically significant, as the
first row of Table 3 showa. The double sort on Size and BE~ME in Fama 8L
F)-ench (1996) results in 25 portfolios. A closer look at the results in Fama
8c ~ench (1996) shows that the three-factor model can explain most of the
variation in portfolio returns, except for the smallest size stoclcs with the
lowest BE~ME ratias, which have a large negative á;, and the largest size
stocks with the lowest BE~ME ratios, which have a large positive ~;. For
the other portfolioa the estimated á; is close to zero. The main failure of
54the three-factor modelis in explaining returns for portfolios based on short-
term past returns, as the last row of Table 3 shows. The portfolios labelled
(-12,-2) are sorted on the return in the period 2-12 months prior to portfolio
formation. These portfolios are meant to capture momentum strntegies or
continuat4on of short term returns. As shown in Table 3, investing in these
portfolios besides investment in the three benchmark portfolioe gives a sig-
nificant improvement of the efí'icient set. Also, the results in Fama 8t Fl~ench
(1996) show that this improvement is almost uniform ove.r the ten portfolios
that are formed on the basis of returns in the period (-12;2).
Finally, the results in Fama 8t French (1996) can be used to infer mean-
variance efbcient portfolios. The three-factor model suggests that (mean-
variance) investors only have to invest in the market, the SMB and HML-
portfolios and the risk free asset. Given the summary statistics in Fama 8t
French (1996), the portfolio weights in the tangency portfolio can easily be
calculated using atandard mean-variance analysis (see, e.g., Ingersoll (1987),
p.88-89). These weights are shown in the first column of Table 4. The ez-
pected excess return on the tangency portfolio is equal to 0.43Q1o per month
and the standatd deviation of the portfolio return is 1.65~0. As noted above,
Table 4: Portfolio weights for tangency portfolios of the Fama ~ FY~ench factor
portolios and of two short-term continuation protfolios.
3-factor t cont(1) f cont(10)
M 0.25 0.35 -0.29
SMB 0.15 0.34 -0.17
HML 0.61 0.38 0.31
cont(1) -0.21
cont(10) 0.37
the short-term continuation portfolias are formed each year based on returns
in the period 12-2 months before formation. Denote the return on the port-
folio of stocks in the decile with the lowest returns as ri~1 and the return on
the portfolio of stocks in the decile with the highest return as r~t1). The es-
timated regressions for these portfolios as reported in Fama 8z F~ench (1996)
are:
rétl - R{ --1.15 ~- 1.14(H'" ct1 - R{) ~- 1.351~Ma ~ 0.54RiHMa ~ Eit1,
riti) - R{ - 0.59 f 1.13(Rim~- R~~) f O.68RiMB f O.O4RiHML } f~10).
55R.ecall that the intercepts are the generalized Jensen measures, and that
the sign of the intercept determines whether a mean-variance investor can
improve the Sharpe ratio of his portfolio by taking a long or a short position.
Thus, besides investing in the market and the SMB and the HML-portfolios,
the investor can extend his efficient set by going short in the lowest decile
portfolio (with return r~t~~) or by buying the highest decile portfolio (with
return ri~~l).
Keeping the expected excess portfolio return constant at 0.43P1o, the new
optimal portfolio weights can be determined using (62) and (63). The re-
quired estimate of a(s) that is needed for these weights can be derived from
the Sharpe ratio of the three benchmark portfolios (0.261) and the t-values
of the intercept, which for the lowest decile portfolio is -5.34 and for the
highest decile paa~tfolio 4.56. Using (65) it follows that a(e) is 3.99~o and
2.32q for the lowest and the highest decile portfolios respectively. Given
these estimates, the optimal portfolio weight for the lowest decile portfolio is
equal to
w~l~ - 0.4301'0 -1.15010 - -0.21.
' (0.261~ f (-1.15010~3.99qo)~) 3.990102
Thus, to obtain the new maximum Sharpe ratio and have an expected excess
portfolio return of 0.43010, the investor will need to take a short position
in the lowest decile portfolio of 0.21. The funds obtained from selling this
portfolio short are invested in the markiet portfolio and the SMB-portfolio,
whik: he will also sell part of his holdings in the HML-portfolio, as can be
seen in the second column ofTable 4. Similar reaults are also reported for the
highest decile portfolio in the third column of Table 4. Notice that both the
benchmark portfolio and the continuation-based portfolios may contain any
of the available stocks. The.refore, it is not clear from the reported results
whether or not short positions in the individual stocks are required to realize
the incre.ase in the Sharpe raties.
Summarizing, the results in Fama 8c ~ench (1996) show that investors
that initially hold the market portfolio of US stocks, can significantly im-
prov~e their portfolio performance by using strategies based on well docu-
mented CAPM-anomalies, such as E~P, BE~ME, winner~loser and momen-
tum strategies. This is not the case for investors that base their portfolio
on the Fama 8t French threafactor model however. Investors that initially
choose their mean-variance efHcient portfolio from the market, the SMB and
56the HML-portfolios can not reject the efficiency of their portfolio with re-
spect to most of the strategies mentioned. The main exception appears to be
caused by momentum strategies: Investing in portfolios that are formed on
the basis of short-term past performance causes a shift in the mean-variance
frontier of the three benchmark portfolios that is significant in both economic
and statistical terms.
8 Summary and Concluding remarks
The purpose of this paper is to analyze and illustrate the concept of inean-
variance spanning and intersection. We show that there is a duality between
mean-variance frontiers and volatility bounds and that mean-variance span-
ning and intersection can be understood both in terms of inean-variance
fmntiers and volatility bounds. The paper shows how regression based tests
can be used to test for spanning and intersection and how these regression
based tests are related to testa for mean-variance efficiency, performance
mcnsurement, optimal portfolio choice and specification error bounds.
The framework developed in the paper is illustrated with some well stud-
ied empirical issues. We interpret some implications of studies on interna-
tional diversification and currency hedging, and show that although for a US
inveator inve.sting in other developed countries and adding currency forward
contracts can result in Sharpe ratios that are much higher than the Sharpe
ratio of US stocks only, the observed increases in Sharpe ratio's are usually
statístically insignificant. Thus, the empirical evidence on international di-
versification appears to be rather weak. Diversification with investments in
emerging markets on the other hand leads to diverisification benefits that
are both economically and statistically significant. Finally, we interpret the
evidence on the Fama 8e Fhench three-factor model in terms of Sharpe ratios
and specification error bounds, and show that the Sharpe ratio from the three
factor portfolios can be significantly improved upon by including investments
in momentum strategies.
57A The graphical relationship between mean-
variance frontiers and volatility bounds
In this appendix we will show some graphical relations between the volatility
bound and the mean-variance frontier for a set of asset returns Rc~l with
expectation ~ and covariance matrix E. We will start from a point on the
volatility bound where the expectation ofthe minimum variance pricing ker-
nel is v, i.e.,
E[m(v)cti] - v. (~)
Using the efficient set variables A, B, and C, and the variance of m(v)ctl as
given in (7), the variance of m(v)ctl can be written as
Var[m(v)ctl] - A - 2Bv -~ Cv~, (89)
which is a simple quadratic function of v that describes the volatility bound.
Fígure 1 gives a plot of Var[m(v)c}1] as a function of v.
As shown in Section 2.2, each minimum varianoe pricing kernel m(v)tf1
corresponds to a mean-variance efficient portfolio that has a zero-beta rate
n- l~v. Rscall that a mean-variance satisfies
w - 7-1E-~({r - rlc)~
for a given risk aversion ry and associated zero-beta rate n. Using c'w - 1 it
follos that
ry-B-nA.
Furthermore, the expected portfolio return ~c'w satisfies
c-nB
~w-7'(C-nB)- B-nA~
Denote the return on the mean-variance efficient portfolio with zero-beta
rate n- l~v as R(v)c~l and define ~(v) - E[R(v)ttl]. Fl~om the previous
relations ~(v) can be written as a function of v:
B-Cv
ir(v) - A - Bv'
(~)
Also, the varaince w'Ew for a mean-variance efficient portfolio w can be




AC - B~ ) } C'
58or as a function of v:
A - 2Bv -F Cv~
Var[R(v)cti] - (A- Bv)z ~ (91)
Figure 2 shows the standard mean-variance efficient frontier, where the ex-
pected portfolio return ~(v) is plotted as a function of the standard deviation
of the portfolio return stdev[R(v)t~~] - Var(R(v)cfl]~.
In this appendix we will restrict ourselves to characterizing the relation
between the volatility bound and the mean-variance frontier in terms of v
and p,(v). Given the relations (89) to (91) above it is straightforward to
derive the variances of the pricing kernel and the associated mean-variance
efficient portfolio as well.
To see the relation between the two graphs, fust of all notice that the
expected portfolio return p,(v) is decreasing in v, since from (90) we have
that
8~(v) - B~ - AC ~ 0
í3u (A - vB)z '
and where the inequality follows from the fact that AC ~ B2, by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality (see also Ingersoll (1987, p.85)).
Next, from (90) it a]so follows that for v- 0 we have that ~(v) - B~A,
which is the expected return on the Global Minimum Variance portfolio.
Looking at the volatility of the pricing kernel weca.n ofcourse aLso distinguish
the Global Minimum Variance Pricing Kernel, the expectation of which can
be found uaing (89):
0 - BVar[m(v)ctl] - -2B f 2Cv'
8u
r~ v' - B~C.
The second derivative 2C is always positive, which confirms that this is indeed
a minimum. Using (90) again, v - B~C corresponda to ~(v) - 0. Thus,
when the expectation of the kernel is zero, v- 0, this corresponds to the
Global Minimum Varianc~e portfolio on the mean-variance frontier, whereas
a zero expected return for the mean-variance efficient portfolio, ~(v) - 0, in
turn oorresponds to the Global Minimum Variance kernel on the volatility
bound.
Having characterized the global minima of the two fmntiers, the next step
is to look at the other extremes, i.e., where v--~ foo and where p(v) -~ foo.
59Taking limits and using (90) we get that
B-Cv C
lim
A - Bv - B' „y-m
B-Cv C
vl ~A-Bv - B~
Thus, both extremes of the left and right limb of the volatility bound cor-
respond to the same single point on the mean-variance frontier, where the
expected portfolio return is {~(v) - C~B. Since by the Cauchy-Schwatz in-
equality C~B ~ B fA if B 1 0, the point where ~(v) - C~B will plot on the
upper limb of the mean-variance frontier. B~ 0 is the typical case, since this
implies that with positive interest rates or zero-beta returns, eíficient port-
folios have positive expected returns. It is useful to note that p(v) - C~B
corresponds to the point where a straight line through the origin is tangent
to the mean-variance frontier (since v-~ foo corresponds to t~ - 0).
Finally, by rewriting (90) as
B - A~e(v)
v - C - B~(v)'
we can find the point(s) on the volatility bound that correspond to the ex-
tremes of the mean-variance frontier, i.e., where ~(v) --~ too. Taking limits
again, we get that
B - A~(v) A
lim
vh,l-,-~ C - B~(v) - B'
B - A~(v) A
lim
v(~)ytm C - B{~(v) - B-
Notice that we already discussed this result in Section 2 since v - A~B a
~- B~A, i.e. the case whe.re the zero-beta return equals the expected
return on the Global Minimum Variance portfolio and where there are no
corresponding mean-variance efficient portfolias, since the asymptotes of the
mean-variance frontier cross the y-axis at B~A, but there is no line tangent to
the frontier starting at this point. Again, if B 1 0, then the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality implies that A~B ~ B~C, implying that this point will be located
on the right limb of the volatility bound. Finally, it is useful to note that if
we wuuld plot the volatility bound es the standard deviation of the pricing
kernel, Var[m(v)iti]~, as a function of v, then v - A~B would correspond to
the point where a straight line through the origin is tangent to the volatility
bound, similar to the mean-variance frontier when ~(v) - C~B.
60B Consistency ofthe OLS-estimates when in-
corporating conditioning variables
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the result referred to in Section4.2.
Let the asset returns be described by
Rttl - ~RZt f ER,t}l,
rt}1 - ~rZt } Er,ttli
with E[eR,t}il - E[ER,t}i~t] - 6, E[Er,t}i] - E[Er,t}i~c] - 0, and ER,e}i and
er,t}1 jointly i.i.d. with variances and covariances given by S2RR, 52,,., and
~rR~ then in the regression
Rt~ - ry~t f óRt}i f ue}i,
with E[ut}i] - 0, E[vti}ixc] - 0, and E[v2}1Rt}i] - 0, the OLS-estimates ry
and ó are given by
ry - (~r - ~R~RR~Rr) BSId ó - SiRR~Rr.
To see this, first rewrite the regression model as
r-~X R~~ó~fu,
with r a T x N matrix, X a T x(L f`1) matrix, R a T x K matrix, ry a
(L -F 1) x N matrix, ó a K x N matrix, and u a T x N matrix of error terms.
Define the idempotent matrix M as
M - IT - X(X'X)-~X'.
The next thing to note is that S2,RS2RR follows from a regression of er,t}i on
ER,c}i. Using that the OLS-residuals er and eR are given by
e, - r - X (X'X)-1X'r - M'r.
eR - R - X(X'X)-'X'R - M'R,
this immediately suggests that an estimate of SlrRS2~ can be obtained from
(é,eR)(eReR) 1 - (r'MM'R)(R'MM'R)-1 - (r'MR)(R'MR)-1.
61Using partitioned inverses, we can write for the inverse of (X R)'(X R):
(~X R~~~X R~~
- `( (X'X)-' f (X'X)-1X'R(R'MR)-'R'X(X'X)-' -(X'X)-'X'R(R'MR)-'
l -(R'MR)-'R'X(X'X)-' (R'MR)-'
The OLS estimates of ry and á can now be written as
ry - (X'X)-1X'r f (X'X)-1X'R(R'MR)-'R'X(X'X)-'X'r - (X'X)-'X'R(R'MR)-1R'r
- ~r{-~R{(R'MR)-'R'X(X'X)-'X'r-(R'MR)-'R'r}
- ~r f ~R{(R'MR)-'R''Mr} - (~r - ~R~RR~Rr)~
and
á - (R'MR)-IR'r-(R'MR)-1R'X(X'X)-1X'r
- (R'MR)-1{R'r - R'X(X'X)-'X'r}
- (R'MR)-1R'Mr - S2RRS2Rr~
which is what we wanted to show.
C The spanning test-statistic in terms of Sharpe
ratios
In this appendix we show how the spanning test statistic can be interpreted
in terms of Sharpe ratios, a result that was presented in Section5.3. Rscall
from Section5.3 that the covariance matrix of the OLS-estimates 6 equals
~EC ~ rl,-1 ~ 1 } {`R~RRi~R -F~R~RR ~
-~RRilR ~RR
Premultiplying with H,~n and postmultiplying with H,~n as defined in (54)
yields
i 1
Hapan ~~ec ~ T-' 1 }
{IR~RR~R
- ~RR~R
- ~ee ~ ri-' ~
1 ~ CR -BR ~ '
-BR AR
I epnn
-{~R~~ I ~ H~ ~RR
(92)
Ó2the inverse of which is
1 T ~ AR BR I.
E" ~AR(1fCR)-BR `BR 1fCRl
Similarly, for h,ya„ in (54) we have





Premultiplying (93) with h,~„ and postmultiplying with h;ya,,, we get, after
replacing population moments by their sample equivalents:
[,~„ - 7,fiR~Êf~lá - 2BRá E~El(LN - QLK) ~ (1 f CR)(LN - QLK)~~ee~ (LN - QLK)
SW
AR(1 ~ CR) - BR
.
(~)
Next note that the maximum attainable Sharpe ratio from Rstl, for n-
BR~AR, is equal to
BR a BR BR -CR--.
AR AR
For aimplicity, write A- AR-4-DA, B- BR-~OB, and C- CRfOC, where
the definitions of ~A, OB, and ~C follow from (53) and (??). Evaluating





CR f ~C - 2(BR f OB) ÁR f(AR f ~A) Á~
R
BR `ARI a} AR
(AROC - 2BROB ~- ÁRDA~
a
I
Dividing by (1 ~ CR) - BR~AR - 1 f BR ~~) gives
9~ a- 9R ~ a AR~C - 2BR~B -~ Á~A
1~- 9R ~Á~a - AR(1 -F CR) - BR
R
lla)AR~C - 2BROB -~ (CR f 1- 1- 9~~~2~ L1A
AR(1 -t- CR) - BR
AROC - 2BROB f (1 f CR)~A ~A
- AR(1 f CR) - BR - AR
Replacing all population moments with their sample equivalents again and
noting that 1~AR is the variance of the global minimum variance portfolio of
Rit1, i.e., 1~AR -(oAR)2, and similarly, 1~A - (QO)2, we finally obtain
~~ - TB~~~2-BR~A "2~TA-AR
1 f 9R (qs~ AR
- 7, r 1-~ B(rIR)2 f(aR)2 - 2~ .
I`lf-BR(rIR)2 (QO)2
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